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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, U.S.A.

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

September 27, 1974

MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Operations Evaluation Work in the Bank Group

Over the past months we have had some discussions with the Executive

Director for the United States, relating to legislation enacted by the U.S.

Congress in December 1973, about our operations evaluation work and its

place in the Bank Group.

The Executive Directors will recall that this activity, to which I
have attributed very high priority ever since launching it in September 1970,
has undergone a rapid evolution - in formerly uncharted areas of work - to
the point that we now have emerging a tested instrument for objective report-
ing on the results of the Bank Group's activities, especially their impact
on development, and for critical analysis of their efficiency and effective-
ness to see where improvements can be made. In essence we have expanded the
Bank Group's traditional 'project cycle' by addition of three significant steps -
preparation of a project performance audit report for each and every project
assisted by the Bank and IDA within about a year of completion of loan/credit
disbursements, deeper evaluation and review on a more selective basis of
particular policies and activities of the Bank Group, and systematic follow-up
of Bank Group action in response to recommendations and suggestions emerging
from such audit, evaluation and review work. We are attaching top priority
at present to completing the establishment of systems for producing thorough
project performance audits on all completed projects, so that, with this
solid and comprehensive basis, a greater share of effort can again be devoted,
starting next fiscal year, to evaluation and review studies.

The unit responsible for this work has always had a high degree of
independence from management, and as it has grown in stature and experience
its independence has been increasingly formalized, most recently by making
it a separate Department in July 1973 under a Vice President without other
direct operating responsibilities and by giving it a formal link with the
Joint Audit Committee of the Executive Directors in November 1973.1/ The
Committee reviews its annual work program and budget, its procedures and
standards, samples of its reports and the progress of its work, and reports
to the Executive Directors on the results of its review. Several components

1/ Report of the Joint Audit Committee for 1973, October 25, 1973, Document
R73-243/l;and Terms of Reference of Joint Audit Committee, November 21,
1973, Document SecM73-704.
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and emphases in the current work program result directly from the Committee's
suggestions. Standards applied in audit and evaluation work, which are
basically those generally accepted worldwide for this type of work, have
been given special attention by the Committee and their actual use examined
in review of sample reports, as discussed in the Committee's forthcoming
annual report for 1974.

I think that the time has now come for the growing link between the
Executive Directors and the Operations Evaluation unit to be recognized
formally by drawing lines on our Organization Chart directly linking the
unit, and the Vice President in charge of it, to the Executive Directors as
well as to the President. I also propose that, following the retirement
in 1975 of the Vice President presently responsible, and in any case not
later than December 31, 1975, a title of Director-General, more indicative
of independence from the normal operations of the Bank, should be instituted
for the manager of this function. Appointees to this post, which would
have rank equivalent to that of a Vice President, would be selected by the
Executive Directors from one or more names put forward by the President of
the Bank, after informal consultations with the Executive Directors, from
among persons then working inside or outside the Bank Group, but normally
drawn from the senior staff of the Bank Group so as to ensure familiarity
with the problems of development and the operations of the Group. Appointees
would hold office for renewable terms of five years, be removable only by the
Executive Directors and be ineligible for subsequent appointment or reappoint-
ment to the Bank Group staff except in unusual circumstances.

The basic work program of the unit would be reviewed and approved
periodically by the Executive Directors and all the reports of the Operations
Evaluation unit would be sent simultaneously to the Executive Directors and
to the President, without any interference by the latter with their content.
However, I do believe that the head of the Bank Group should continue to play
a role in ensuring the excellence of the staff and shaping the work program,
in the light of other on-going work and plans of the institution. It is
for this reason that I opuldmage the unit responsible be-th to the Executive
D i r c t o rs!t - es oidetof the Bank Group. Appointment, termination,
promotion and compensation decisions for the staff of the unit, to be drawn
from inside or outside the Bank Group, should be at the discretion of the
Director-General within the normal policies anid procedures governing all
Bank Group personnel, and the staff of the unit would be considered as
regular employees of the Bank Group.

At present the Internal Auditing Department also reports to the
Vice President responsible for Operations Evaluation. This Department,
which has also grown significantly since 1970, is carrying out independent,
systematic and objective audits and appraisals of the Bank Group's financial,
administrative, accounting and other activities, with particular emphasis
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on internal controls and related systems and procedures. I believe that

the essentially management-oriented functions of this department make it

desirable, as a matter of principle in connection with the proposed
changes, to separate it by December 31, 1975 from the rather special opera-

tions evaluation responsibilities by leaving it under the supervision of

one of the Vice Presidents. While the existing relationship between the

Joint Audit Committee and the Internal Auditing Department would in any
case be maintained, it will then be a question for consideration by the
Executive Directors whether a separate standing Committee should be

established as liaison between them and the Director-General's unit.

Adoption of the specific changes outlined above will, I believe,
help to assure us a fully effective independent review and evaluation system,
an objective to which I attach the greatest importance.
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SRET CT I 'AND DEVLOMEN T COrORATI ON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
S. en 'zM "iira DATE: October 30, 1973

s ,ion C.tingnenc for Bank Efficiency Studies

ID :,ur 'en.! overc -Lon, I have now developed a small
that exists in_ our internal audit/

n in the area of efficiency and
~ -- ~~' by wefith their broader economic

Sthe O iowr evaluation Department, and their
a 'inancial standards, wich has

0 of the Tn Lon- Audit Department. Ve have dis-
F-re, ad you will rocall, for instance, that it was

K r'oct on the Bank carlier this year; aost
I report of the Joint Audit Committee (Beard Document

-tob r 24, 1973) -u-geets that this area should get more
a t and evaluation group (para. 20).

R i th:Lh Bank as efficiently and economically as possibie is
e1y t f respo:'nci.bility of mnin gemcnt. But I believe Manage-:ent, Board

~eJ o wei ill agree that it is the responsibility of the audit/
L tor group to carry out test checks as to wheth- 6licies and

aeur ar7e pr0ducing the riesIts desired -in these areas of efficiency
dloo as in the areas of impact and of financial controls already
C~ nny ear amencs.

Paeher than plunge into a wide range of questions and issues that
arise under this head, I propose to make a cautious start by focussing
initial eifort on two (related) subjects which seem to be both of particular
interest to some Executive Directors and of considerable current importance
to the Bank:

i. Delays in Loan/Credit Effectiveness: What are the causes
of the rising trend of delays n loan effectiveness, should it
be reversed and, if so, how?

ii. Delays in Project Processing: -Why do some projects take
many years to move froii~Tnitial &onception to actual loan dis-
bursement, how much do these delays contribute to improve the
projects, and are there measures that the Bank could and should
take to reduce them?

Existing budgets of my departments are fully committed to approved work
programis *hich are under execution, but I believe 'that we could still
make a significant effort on the above two topics with a small supplementary
budget provision. This would constitute a pilot phase for a possible new

President has seen



. S. M:c~auaa - 2 - October 30, 1973

* it,~c nc: ratinglin tha :fficicncy and ecoomy area, and
w 3 t - li <sons bout how to go about this

n it to at'emapt and, eventually,
-V ab bT - s e unit for the purpose.

O, t i o he st ~t'~'dcsirns and budgets outlined in
a Inc, :.cr work in one or two other

Vrncy areaz (neb as in :n' A a titive bidding for major
* ><: coald be accommodated in

7' ar-:, 0-1 contingency as follows:-

$11,000
9,500
5,000

a 3,600

$29,100
3 nt, etc. 8,700

$20,000

consui s$15,000

$72,800 say $75,000

U aosmes eutmca> andi ca ae ncement of full-scale work on January 1,
4~. Yufl-year c-ac o the ocpration would be about $150,000. Initial

oducts would be a dlt: reart on Delays in Loan Effectiveness, about
June 30, /4, cnd a &ralt roport on Delays in Project Processing, about
October 31 , 174.

BEcause of thc importance, novelty and difficulty of this work
I old pIn t'J 6. 7ct It peronally in the initial stages, but I would
uiri- buo f oy as a c-iannel and, for adinistrative purposes, Iould

locate the new staff in Mr. WilloughbyT s department for the present.

May I please have your approval for the proposed plan and for the
requisite provision out of the Bank's overall budget contingency for FY 1974?
It is within the limits you accepted orally before we went to Nairobi.

Attachments

cc: Mr. John Adler

I7v



4 L INIE4A- IONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
I' Ie (;N i FC'N 5TRUCTI0N AND DEVELO EN T CORPORAT ION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Shoaib DATE: October 24, 1975

FROM: P. N. Damry 2

SUBJECT: Evolution of Operations Evaluation

1. For ready reference please see the top page below, the
chronology of principal developments. Supporting excerpts from Board
discussions follow, as well as

a) The circular setting up the OE unit,

b) Willoughby's statement at Board Meeting February
1971 on the first phase of his work,

c) President's mcmorandum July 1972 on the work program,

d) President's memk)randum April 1973 on the introduction
of PPA,

e) President's memorandum September 1974 on establish-
ment of DG's position and links with Executive
Directors and President, and

f) Mr. Sethness' memorandum of October 9 on the in-
dependence of OED (you will recollect that a change
was uade at the Board Meeting of October 1974
regarding the responsibilities of the OE Department
to the Board with an administrative link with the
President).

2. Mr. McNamara mentioned a law of Congress. The appended state-
ment of the Comptroller General-of the U.S. refers to it. The 1961
forei gn assistance act was amended by Public Law 93-189 in December 1973
to provide that in the case of the IBRD and ADB the President of the U.S.
should, acting through the U.S. Executive Director, "propose and actively
seek the establishment by the governing authorities" of the two Banks,
groups of professionals for providing an independent and continuous
program "of selective examination, review and evaluation of the programs
amd activities of such organizations". The same amendment also provided
that the terms of reference should be prescribed by the governing
authorities and the reports of such groups should
be submitted directly to such governing authorities for transmittal to
the member countries. The same law also provided that the U.S. Executive
Director should have the gronpsk report transmitted to the U.S. Government
for on-;ard tran tal to Cnagress and the Comptroller General, who
would eventually report simultaneously to the Congress and the President.
any suggestion he might deem appropriate concerning auditing and reporting

standards followed by such groups and its recoimmendationr and the
action taken thereon.



EVOLUTION OF OPERATIONS EVALUATION DEPARTMENT

A. Chronology of Principal Developments

(a) Antecedent Operations

Before 1969

(i) Bank auditing (i.e. financial controls) comprised a three-man

internal auditing unit and work carried out by external auditors.

(ii) End-use supervision (which was continuously strengthened)

provided information on project execution 'through disbursement

stages.

1969

Internal audit became independent office reporting to Vice

President, Finance (it became a full department in 1973): work

gradually expanded and staff increased to broaden scope of audit,
including adequacy of accounting, financial and other management

controls.

1970

JAC established to discuss, inter alia, scope and results of

Internal Audit and its relations to External Auditors. JAC was

intended to "strengthen the assurance of the integrity of the
financial statements as a realistic reflection of the Bank Group's

operations" (Mr. McNamara: Executive Directors' meeting,

November 5, 1974).

Committee discussed with Internal and External Auditors both

financial and operational audits (1970/71 Annual Report).

(b) Operations Evaluation

1970

Operations Evaluation Division of Programming and Budgeting
estabis Ghed.

Initial surveys of Brnk/TDA assistance to Colombia and power lending,
plus four audits of individual highway and electric power loans
and two of highway and DFC loans.

JAC began discussion of Division's work (1971/72 Annual Report).

. .. 2
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1973

Operations Evaluation Department established and, with Internal
Audit, supervised by Mr. Shoaib, Vice President independent of
operations; placed under review of the Joint Audit Committee.

Projects Performance Audits begun on all projects one year after
completion of disbursements.

In--depth studies of selected portions of operations begun - e.g.
DFCs study.

1974

Announced that Management Policy Reviews would commence.

October 9 - Sethness Memorandum to Executive Directors on
independence of OED, referring to US Public Law 93--189 and
recommending that relationship of OED with Executive Directors
"should not be divided".

Decided that OED will report directly to Executive Directors
(and through them to Governors) with administrative link to
President. (Executive Directors' meeting, Executive Session,
October 22, 1974).

1975

Appointment of Director-General to oversee work of OED.

B. Statements on Operations Evaluation in the Board

The following statements have been made at Board meetings concerning
the evolution of operations evaluation in the Bank Group.
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENTI

WASHINGTON, DC. 20433, U.S.A.

ICE OF THE PRESIDENT

September 27, 1974

MEMIORANDU14 TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Subject: Operations Evaluation Work in the Bank Group

Over the past months we have had some discussions with the Executive

Director for the United States, relating to legislation enacted by the U.S.

Congress in December 1973, about our operations evaluation work and its

place in the Bank Group.

The Executive Directors will recall that this activity, to which I

have attributed very high priority ever since launching it in September 1970,
has undergone a rapid evolution - in formerly uncharted areas of work - to

the point that we now have emerging a tested instrument for objective report-
ing on the results of the Bank Group's activities, especially their impact
on development, and for critical analysis of their efficiency and effective-
ness to see where improvements can be made. In essence we have expanded the

Bank Group's traditional 'project cycle' by addition of three significant steps
preparation of a project performance audit report for each and every project
assisted by the Bank and IDA within about a year of completion of loan/credit

disbursements, deeper evaluation and review on a more selective basis of
particular policies and activities of the Bank Group, and systematic follow-up
of Bank Group action in response to recommendations and suggestions emerging
from such audit, evaluation and review work. We are attaching top priority
at present to completing the establishment of systems for producing thorough
project performance audits on all completed projects, so that, with this
solid and comprehensive basis, a greater share of effort can again be devoted,
starting next fiscal year, to evaluation and review studies.

The unit responsible for this work has always had a high degree of
independence from management, and as it has grown in stature and experience
its independence has been increasingly formalized, most recently by making
it a separate Department in July 1973 under a Vice President without other
direct operating responsibilities and by giving it a formal link with the
Joint Audit Committee of the Executive Directors in November 1973.1/ The
Committee reviews its annual work program and budget, its procedures and
standards, samples of its reports and the progress of its work, and reports
to the Executive Directors on the results of its review. Several components

1/ Report of the Joint Audit Committee for 1973, October 25, 1973, Document
R73-243/l; and Terms of Reference of Joint Audit Committee, November 21,
1973, Document SecM73-704.
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and emphases in the current work program result directly from the Committee's

suggestions. Standards applied in audit and evaluation work, which are

basically those generally accepted worldwide for this type of work, have

been given special attention by the Committee and their actual use examined

in review of sample reports, as discussed in the Committee's forthcoming

annual report for 1974.

I think that the time has now come for the growing link between the

Executive Directors and the Operations Evaluation unit to be recognized

formally by drawing lines on our Organization Chart directly linking the

unit, and the Vice President in charge of it, to the Executive Directors as

well as to the President. I also propose that, following the retirement

in 1975 of the Vice President presently responsible, and in any case not

later thin December 31, 1975, a title of Director-General, more indicative.

of independence from the normal operations of the Bank, should be instituted

for the manager of this function. Appointees to this post, which would

have rank equivalent to that of a Vice President, would be selected by the

Executive Directors from one or more names put forward by the President of

the Bank, after informal consultations with the Executive Directors, from

among persons then working inside or outside the Bank Group, but normally
drawn from the senior staff of the Bank Group so as to ensure familiarity
with the problems of development and the operations of the Group. Appointees

would hold office for renewable terms-of five-years, be removable only by the

Executive Directors and be ineligible for subsequent appointment or reappoint-

ment to the Bank Group staff except in unusual circumstances.

The basic work program of the unit would be reviewed and approved
periodically by the Executive Directors and all the reports of the Operations

Evaluation unit would be sent simultaneously to the Executive Directors and

to the President, without any interference by the latter with their content.

However, I do believe that the head of the Bank Group should continue to play
a role in ensuring the excellence of the staff and shaping the work program,
in the light of other on-going work and plans of the institution. It is.
for this reason hat ou dake the unit responsible roth1 to the Executive 'A

Directors L o the Presi en of the Bank Group. Appointment, termination,
promotion a d compensation decisions for the staff of the unit, to be drawn
from inside or outside the Bank Group, should be at the discretion of the
Director-General within the normal policies and procedures governing all
Bank Group personnel, and the staff of the unit would be. considered as
regular employees of the Bank Group.

At present the Internal Auditing Department also reports to the
Vice President responsible for Operations Evaluation. This Department,
which has also grown significantly since 1970, is carrying out independent,
systematic and objective audits and appraisals of the Bank Group's financial,
administrative, accounting and other activities, with particular emphasis
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on internal controls and related systems and procedures. I believe that

the essentially management-oriented functions of this department make it

desirable, as a matter of principle in connection with the proposed

changes, to separate it by December 31, 1975 from the rather special opera-

tions evaluation responsibilities by leaving it under the supervision of

one of the Vice Presidents. [~Tiiile the existing relationship between the

Joint Audit Committee and the Internal Auditing Department would in any

case be maintained, it will then be a question for consideration by the

Exccutive Directors whether a separate standing Committee should beIq and aestablihed as liaison between tesm aidfh-Dirctdr G~ilral's uni;.

Adoption of the specific changes outlined above will, I believe,

help to assure us a fully effective independent review and evaluation system,

an objective ,to which I attach the greatest importance.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELopm.$F'T INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION I RECOCNSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT . * CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMOR/ANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: October 4, 1974

FROM: Charles 0. Sethness

SUBJECT: Your Proposals for Operations Evaluation Work
in the Bank Group

I would appreciate it if you would arrange early distribution
of copies of this memorandum to the other Executive Directors and
Alternates in advance of the Board Meeting 'at which your timely
and welcome paper on this subject will be discussed.

1. Issue of Independence

My authorities and I appreciate the excellent work done to date
by the Operations Evaluation unit, and are very pleased to note the
direction indicated in your proposals to formalize the unit's
position. We feel it important, however, to urge some revision of
your proposals. I believe that we share with you in principle the
goal of creating a- performance audit and appraisal mechanism that
both is, and is recognized to be, effectively independent.

The primary point which we feel -should be changed is that by the
end of 1975, the responsibility relationship of the unit should be
to the Board of Executive Directors rather than divided. With this
change, your very commendable proposals would adequately reflect the
necessary independence from operating management. (This would not
interfere with the proposal in your memorandum to continue the present
practice of sending the unit's reports simultaneously to the Executive
Directors and the President.) In addition, the staffing and shaping
of the work program should be the responsibility of the Director-
General, subject to the review and approval of the Board, on which, as
Chairman, you have a very significant role. There is no question that
in this process your views would be given full weight.

The reasoning behind this' amendment to your proposal is, I think,
fairly clear and persuasive. It would be very difficult to argue
that effective, niuch less "optical ", independence of management (an
essential prerequisite for independent evaluation) is adequately
represented bj'a unit which is responsible to the President of the Bank7
(as well as the Board), whose work program is in part shaped by the
President, who also is playing a role in staffing the unit -- and whose
head is, in any event, a man proposed by the President, normally from
among senior Bank Group staff.,



Mr. Robert S. McNamara -2- October 4, 1974

2. Auditing and Reporting Standards

We are very interested in and appreciative of the work
and special attention already given by the Joint Audit Committee
on the'terms of reference and auditing and reporting standards of
the Operations Evaluation unit. I understand that thought and
work has been directed to further codification and formalization
of both of these items. To assist in the Committee's work, I am
attaching a statement of auditing and reporting standards prepared
by the Comptroller General of the United States, who has long
experience in my country in these matters. We propose the incbr-
poration or full reflection of the attached standards in the materials
prepared, so that they may become an integral part of the guidance
for the independent-Operations Evaluation unit.

Attachment



COMPTROLLER GENFRAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WAS[-1NGTON. D.C. 2Dt-48

B-161470
B-175281

-7 1JUN 2 4 1974

The Honorable
The Secretary of the Treasury

Dear Mr.. Secretary:

Pursuant to theprovisions of Public Law 93-189,
approved December 17, 1973, we have prepared the enclosed

.statement of auditing and reporting standards for use by the
U.S. Executive Director of the World Bank Group in proposing
the establishment of -an independent review and evaluation
system for the Bank Group and for consideration by the Boards
of Directors in formulating the terms of reference for an
independent review system.

We are also enclosing a copy of GAO's Standards for
Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activities &
Functions, which describes the scope and standards for eval-
uation reviews which our office considers appropriate for
all U.S. Government programs. This booklet contains addi-
tional details on the standards included in our statement
and should assist the U.S. Executive Director in pursuing
the establishment of an independent review system in the
Bank Group.

Subsequent to the establishment of the independent
review organiz-ation, our office will be making periodic
reviews of the reports issued by the organization in accord-
ance with the above cited legislation. During these reviews,
we plan to consider the adequacy of the auditing and report-
ing standards being followed and to make appropriate recom-
mendations for any revisions considered necessary.



B-161470
B-175281

We appreciate the excellent cooperation and assistance
of your staff during discussions on this matter prior to
preparation of the enclosed statement of auditing and report-
ing standards.

Sincerely yours,

Comptroller General
of the United States

Enclosures - 2

6C



STATEMENT BY THE

COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

OF AUDITING AND REPORTING STANDARDS

FOR USE BY THE U.S. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF

THE WORLD BANK GROUP

IN PROPOSING THE. ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INDEPENDENT

REVIEW AND EVALUATION SYSTEM FOR THE BANK GROUP

Public Law 93-189 (see p. 10) required that the President,
acting through the U.S. representative to the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, propose and actively
seek the establishment of an independent review and evaluation
system for the Bank by its governing body. The law also re-

quired that a statement of auditing and reporting standards be
prepared by the Comptroller General of the United States and

presented for the consideration of the governing body to assist
in formulating terms of reference for this independent review
system.

This statement sets forth the auditing and reporting
standards prepared by the Comptroller General for use by the
U.S. representative to the World Bank Group in proposing the
establishment of an independent review and evaluation system.
For purposes of this statement, the World Bank Group includes
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the
International Deveslopment Association, and the International
Finance Corporation.

In considering these standards, the term "audit" may be
used to describe not only work done by accountants in examin-
ing financial reports but also work done in reviewing (1) com-
pliance with the articles of agreement and applicable rules
and regulations-of the Bank Group, (2) efficiency and economy
of operations, and (3) effectiveness in achicving prograin
results.

The work-contemplated by the proposed independent review
and evaluation system is beyond the scole and standards



applicable in the expression of an opinion by an independent

public accoun'tant on financial statements-. However, the in-

dependent public accountant's work should be given full con-
sideration but not duplicated in performing the management-

type reviews envisioned in this statement.

Although it is recognized that, to a degree, similar

standards may be applicable to both, distinct differences
exist between financial auditing and management or opera-

tional auditing. The latter focuses on the auditors' role

in analyzing situations and developing recommendations for

operational., managerial, and administrative performance.
Hence such management reviews concern iaentifying opportun-

ities for increased efficiency, economy, and effectiveness
in achieving Bank Group objectives for its programs and

activities. The management auditor, therefore, contributes
more input into the management decisionmaking process than

traditionally has been done in the past.

2



AUDITING STANDARDS

Auditing standards are general measures of the quality

and adequacy of the work performed. Auditing procedures, on

the other hand, represent the specific procedures followed in

achieving the objectives of an audit.

The distinction drawn is not always a sharp one. Gell-

eral ineasures of quality and adequacy of work performed-

should not vary, whereas specific audit procedures will vary

between assigifnlents. At the same time, however, some pro-

cedures are so basic to the performance of a satisfactory. au-

dit that they may be considered as standards relating to

adequacy of work performed.

SCOPE OF REVIEW SYSTEM

The review system should provide the Boards of Executive

Directors and, i4ltimately, the Boards of Governors with an

independent and continuous program of selective reviews of all

major programs and activities of the Bank Group, including the

administration and implementation of loans to both public and

private borrowers and the granting of technical assistance.

The review should be directed generally tq examining whether

Bank Group activities attain the intended financial and econ-

omic development objectives in an economical, efficient, ayid

effective way. Within this general aim, the effectiveness of

loan implementation and administration and the technical as-

sistance activities of the Bank Group should be evaluated 
in

the light of ts articls of agreement and bylaws and th.e

policies and directives of the Boards of Governors and

Exccutive Directors. Reconendations should be made con..

corning ways those programs and activities can be improved,

bearing in mind thetinternational character of the institu-

tions and their assigned roles in financing world development.

In reviewing Bank Group assistance to developing coun-

tries, -determining its contribution to social and economic pro-

gress in the project airea shpuld be emphasized in order to

help evaluate* its effectiveness as a development inlstitution

These audit standards provide criteria for conducting

reviews for efficiency, economy, and effectiveness. The re-

view should also examine policies, procedures, practices, and

internal controls applicable to any aspect of the activities

3



for which the auditor attemp-ts to make judgements regarding
whether existing practices canbe made more efficient or

economical. In determining effectiveness,. the auditor should

review those policies, procedures, practices, and controls

having specific bearings on the attainment of the goals and

objectives established for the program, activity, or function

under review.

Internal review is an important part of internal control

and consideration should be given to such work. The auditor

should cons ider the extent of the internal review work and

the extent to which that work can be relied on to insure that

other aspects of internal control are functioning properly.

The auditor should take full advantage of -the products of the

internal review in making his own review. Independent public

accountants' work, performed at the request of the Boards of

Governors for the purpose of expressing an opinion on Bank

Group financial statements, should also be considered but not

duplicated.

The effective discharge of these responsibilities requires

the prompt reporting of the findings and related recommenda-

tions to the Boards of Executive Directors together with com-

ments of the Bank Group management.

The procedures established should provide for systematic

followup on the actions taken by Bank Group management to im-

plement the recommendations. Periodic reports of.such actions

should be made available to the Boards of Fxecutive Directors

and, through them, to tle Boards of Governors

The provisions for a program of continuing reviews should

not require that ail Bank Group activities be examined in a

single year. To provide systematically for the required cov-

erage over a reasonable period of time and for the assignment

of priorities in conducting the work, a tiire-phased audit

plan should be prepared, and revised periodically, and given

to the Boards of Executive Directors to consider and approve.

These independent reviews should be coordinated with the in-

ternal reviews and the financial audits by the independent public

accountants.

4



GENERAL STANDARDS AND PERSONAL QALIkCATIONS

One of the primary considerations in establishing an
effective review and evaluation system is to ensure that it

is independent of the Bank Group's president and other man-
agement officials.

The organization'should be headed by a highly qualified
individual in the financial and administrative management

area, and his staff should be built around a nucleus of sea-

soned accountants, economists, management analysts,.and others
experienced in international financial and/or developmental

assistance programs and other appropriate areas.

The following standards should apply to all work.

1. Each review should be directed by persons having
adequate technical training and proficiency.

2. An independent and objective attitude should be
maintained.

3. Due professional care should be exercised.

4. The work should be adequately planned.'

S. Assistants should be properly supervised..

6. Sufficient, competent, and relevant evidence should
be obtained to afford a reasonable basis for express-
ing opinions, judgements, conclusions, and recommen
dations.

The organization established under these standards should
be responsible to the Bank Group Boards of Executive Directors
and, ultimately, to the Boards of Governors, which represent
the member governments.. Therefore, the staff should preserve
an independent viewpoint in all its work so that the value of
the examinations. will not be impaired. Such independence re-
quires objective consideration of facts and unbiased judgements
in performing reviews and formulating conclusions.

Objectivity is an extremely important and basic require-
ment for the auditor. His goal in each case is to determine
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the actual situation a'nd .to convc'y the most accurate knowledge

possible to his report readers. Ie should develop all signif-

icant and pertinent information, p'ro and con, and give genuine

consideration to all such information in reaching conclusions.

Convincingness in reporting his findings and recommendations

must be based primarily on portraying the situation that ex-

ists. Complete honesty and integrity. are essential in car-

rying out his work and reporting, on it.

In the exercise of due professional care the auditor-

must use good judgement in choosing and applying audit

procedures and in preparing reports. All confidential in-

formation in Bank Group records should be appropriately pro-

tected.

The following basic audit procedures can be considered

standards in the sense that they are standard requirements

that should be observed and satisfied in making an audit.

1. The auditors should become fully familiar with the

history of the. Bank.Group, its articles of agreement

and bylaws, and with the policies adopted by the

Boards with respect to the-

a. purpose, scope, and objectives of the activities

or functions being examinedi

b. Tnanner in which activities are to be conducted

and financed, and

C. general nature and extent of.Ba.nk Group authority

and responsibility.

2. The Bank Group's actual. ope ating and administrative

procedures and practicei. reporting, <internal re-

view, and other elements of the system of internal

management control should be reviewed and tested for

effectivenc~ss in achieving the aims and objectives

outlined in the scope of Teyiew section of this state-

ment'.

3. Pertinent and significant information available to the

Bank Group which -is necessary to properly consider,

support, and present any findings,, conclusions, and

recommendations should be fully explored and devel-

oped.



REPORTING STANDARDS

The effpcti~e 4ischarge of review respopsibilities

requires the prompt reporting of findings and related recom-

mendations to te Ban Group Bpards of Executive Directors

and, ultimately, t9 he Boards of GovcTnors. Comments of

Bank Group management oi the findings and recommendations

normally would be obtained and made available to the Boards
at the time they corgsider the reTt

To 4nsurp conpete qpd appropr atq reports, the fol-

lowing standards hould govern.

1. Written reports should be submitted to the Boards of

Executive Directprs and through thcm, to the Boards of Gov-

ernors and Bank Gfoup manemen .

2. Reports should be isued on or before the dates
specified by regvlation qT other 4-r.ngement and, in any

event, as propptly as ppssijle sq as t9 makq thp nformqtion

availablp for tip ely se by 'apagpmept, thp Boards, and mem-

ber govqrnments.

3. Each repp t shopd:

a. as.prjse as possibe b4t , at the same time,

c, epr and q9mpptp enoug to be understood by the

users,

1y Preseqt facti0 a t accurately, completely, and

c. Prgsent fi Ydjngs sn 4 oppqsipns objyctively and

il 1,jguagq as ear 4nd simple as the subject
matter pprmits,

d. Inc1ude only factual irjforpatjion, findings, and
qonclusio that are adequately suppQrted by

engugh qyidqnge in the awditbr's working papers

t9 demopptrate or prove, wher called upon, the
bases for thQ 'atters repofted and their correct-

ness and reasonableness. Det ailed supporting in-

formation shgqild, be includcd in the report to the

egtent npessary to make a ccrnvirAcing presentation.
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e. Include, when possible, the auditor's
recommendations fdr actions tio effect improve-

ments in prboblem areas not'ed .in his audit and

to otherwise make improvements in operations.
Information on underlying causes of problems

reported should be included to assist in imple-
menting or devising corrective actions.

f. Place primary emph-asis on improvement rather

than on criticism of the past; critical com-

ments should be 'presented in balanced perspec-

tive, recognizing anY unusual difficulties or

circumstances faced by the 'operating officials

concerned.

g. Identify and explain issues and questions needing

fqrther study and 6onsideratioh- by the auditor

or others,.

h. Include recognitioi of noteWorthy accomplishments,

particularly wyhen management improvements in one

program or activity may be'applicable elsewhere.

i. Include recognition of the Views of responsible

officials of the organiiation, program, function,
or activity audited on the auditor's findings,
conclusions, and recommend ations. Except where

the possibility of fraud or other Compelling
reason may require different treatment, the
auditor's teita1;ive findings and conclusions

should be reviewed with such officials. When

possible, without undue, delay.; their views should

be obtained in writing and objectively considered

and _prsented in preparing the final report.

j. Clearly explain the scope and objectives of the

audit.

k. Be issued without .restriction. When there is a

need-to report confidential info*riation, con-
sideration should be given to. preparing the
confidential port ion as a' supplement so that the

usefulne-ss of the basic portion of the report is

3



not limited. W'Then significant pertinent

information is omitted because it is deemed priv-

ileged or confidential the nature of such infor-

mation should be described and the authority un-

der which it is withheld should be stated.

4. Followup reporting should be made to the Boards of

Executive Directors, and through. them to the Boards of Governors

on corrective actions taen by Bank Group management on all re-

port recommendations.



public Law 93--19
93rd Congress, S. 1443
Docomber 17, 1973

87 STAT, 714
To ameoid the ForeIgn Aaststance Act of 191, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and Hose of Representative of Me
Urited States of America in Congres assembled, That this Act may ForeItn Assi
be cited as the "Foreign Assistance Act of 1973". 1973 *

- 1973.

87 STAT. 718

INTRNATIONAL ORiOANIzATIoNS AND PSOGRA3 -f

- Sc 9. Chapter 3 of part I of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is
amended as follows:

(1) At the end of section 301 add the following new subsection: 75 Stat. 4331
(e)(1) Tn the case of the United Nations niid its afliliated organiza- Si Stat. 453.

tlons,lncluding the International Atomic Energv Agency. the Presi- 22 USC 2221.
dent shall, acting through the United States representative to such
organizotions. propose and actively seek the establishment by the gov-
erning authorities of such organizatiolns a single professiona lly quali-
fied group of appropriate size for the purpose of providing an
independent and continuous progra of selective examination. review,
and evaluation of the programs and activities of such organizations.

- Such proposal shall provide that such group shall be established in.
accorrance with such terrns of reference as such governing authority
may prescribe and that the re >orts of such group on each examination.
review, and evaluation shall Q submitted directly to such governing
Authority for transmittal to the representative of cccli individual mem-
bl.r nation. Such pi-opo- l shall fn rther include :1 statement of a ld it ing
and reporting stanidIrs. as prepared by the Comptroller General of
the United States. for the consideration of the governing am1lthority of
fhe international organ izat ion conce rned to -Issist in formulating teims
of reference for such review and evalnat ion gron p.

"(2) Tn the case of the International Bank for Reconstrucion and
Development and the Asian Development Bank. the President shall.
acting through the United States repiresenta tive to such organizations.
propose and actively seek the establishrment by the goveriing authori-
ties of such organizations pmrfessionally qualified groups of appropri-
ate size for the )urPose of providing :in independent and continuous
program of selective examilnation. review. and evaluation of the pro-

- grams and activitiles of such oirgi nizt ions. 8ch proposal shal1 provide
that such groups shall be established in accordaunce with such terms of
refei-ence as such governing authorities may prescribe. and that the
reports of such groups on each examination. review, and evaluation

- sall be sllbmitte~d directly to such governing- auithority for transmnittal
to the representative of each individual member nation. Such proposal
shall further include a statement of auditing and reportinq standards,
es prepared by thi Comptroller General of the United States. for the
conisideration of the governing authority of the international organi-
zation concerned to assist in formulating terms of reference for such
review amid evaliation groups.

"(3) Reports received by the U-nited States representatives to these Reports to
international organizations under this siubsection and related infoirma- President,
tion on actions taken as a result of recom me idations made therein shall tr-lSittA1

to Con ris.

37 aA?. 719
e siibrniiTFed promptly to the President for transmittal to the Congress

and to the Comptroller General. The Comptroller General shall peri-
(dically review such re1 orts and related information aid shall report

aimultaneously to the Congress and to the President any suggestons
the Comptroller General may deem appropriate cloncerning aiuditing
e.nd reporting standards followed by such groups, the recommenda-
tions made and actions taken as a result of such recommendations."

- 10



ANNEIX E

DOCUMENT OF

INTERNATIONAL RANK FOR RECONSTIRUCTION AND I)EVELOPI1IENT

NOT FOR PUBLIC USE

Sec t 03

FROM: The Secretary April 13, 1973

OPERATIOINS EvALATIO N PRECTPRO NEADT

Attached is a memorandum dated April 13, 1973 from the President

on the introduction of Project Performance Audits and the future work

program in Operations Evaluation.

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Senior Vice President, Operations
Vice Presidents, Bank, and Officers of IFC
Directors and Departnient Heads, Bank and IFC



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON,D.C. 20433, U.SA.

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

A R 13, 1973

MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

SUBJECT: Operations Evaluation and Project Performance Audits

1. Evaluation reports on past Bank operations in Colombia 
and in the

electric power sector were distributed to the Executive 
Directors and

discussed in the middle of last year. In a memorandum of July 20, 1972

(Sec M72-388) I outlined to you an operational evaluation 
and audit

program for FY1973, dealing mainly with 
projects for which loan/credit

disbursements were completed some five years ago. The Operations

Evaluation Division has been carrying out this program, 
and audit re-

ports on a number of projects have been distributed-in the last few

months; further audit and evaluation reports are due for completion in

the next five months.

2. With the exception of these reports, the Executive Directors

have not been receiving an independent accounting, on a systematic and

comprehensive basis, of the extent to which projects supported by the

Bank and IDA have fulfilled the objectives on the basis of which loans

and credits were approved. This is a gap which needs to be filled to

give us a more complete and timely idea of our own performance as an

institution trying to assist development. I therefore propose to intro-

duce a system of Project Performance Audits, covering all projects

financed with Bank/IDA assistance, and to add responsibility for their

preparation to the existing functions of the Operations Evaluation

Div ision.

3. Project Performance Audits will be prepared on all projects in

developing countries about one year after completion of loan/credit

disbursement (i.e. typically 4 to 8 years after approval by the Board

of Directors). Their purpose will be to analyze the extent to which

objectives stated in loan documents have been, or show promise of being,

achieved and the reasons for deviations. The feasible sophistication of
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this enquiry, one year after completion of Bank/IDA disbursements, will

vary congiderably among projects, depending on the nature of the objec-
tives sought, the sector to which the project belongs and the duration

of disbursements. But the aim will be to match the scope of the appraisal

report, on the basis of which Bank/IDA support was approved, and to cover

economic and institutional objectives to the extent possible as well as

physical and financial ones. We believe that even at this stage it should
usually be possible to identify the pattern of incipient benefits - which

of course weigh heavily in investment analysis.

4. In the preparation of the reports maximum use will be made, as in
any audit, of existing information, without, however, in any way violating

the crucial principle of independence.

5. Preparation of Project Performance Audits will fit well with the

other, more evaluative work of the Operations Evaluation Division, assist-

ing it to identify topics of greatest relevance to the ongoing operations

of the Bank. In some cases an important conclusion of a Project Perform-
ance Audit will likely be that the project should be subjected to a

deeper evaluation a certain number of years later when results are more

fully visible.

6. The new scheme will be introduced for all projects on which loan/
credit disbursements ended after July 1, 1972. A major part of the work
program of the Operations Evaluation Division for FY1974 will consist of
steps to get the system underway and preparation of Performance Audits on
each of the 25 projects for which loan/credit disbursements wer.e com-
pleted in the first half of FY1973. The other part of the work program
for that year will consist of a major evaluation sftudy on past Bank
lending for agricultural credit and the first phase of a study investi-
gating, on the basis of an appropriate sample of'past projects, the
spiead of administrative, managerial and technical innovations from Bank-
assisted projects, and designed to establish the efficacy of this fre-
quently expected phenomenon and how it could usefully be strengthened.



ANNEX D
1\''I 'TXKi . I. , I~~ TOA k ACUJ " TXCTION A AD 1)1VELO [l1 'T

FRr4: The Secretary 20, W-72

OPFRTVfIOJTS EVALUATION UCLLOU-UP A'D :O7 iKOGiAi

Attached is a Iemorandum dated July 20, 1912 from the President

on the ituture work program in Operations Evali ii It outlInes,

for your information, (a) the plan.ned FY 1973 : Program of the

Operations Evaluation Division and (b) the pr-cedu.es we propose to

edopt in follow-up of evaluation reports.

D" sg'ribution:

Executive Directors and Alterna e
President
President's Council
Eecutive Vice President, IFC
Vice President, IFC
Department Heads, Bank and IFC



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON.D.C. 20433, U.S.A.

i-FIC OF THE PRE-IDENT

C O DE L

July 20, 1972

MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

SUBJECT: Future W'ork Program in Operations Evaluation

1. The Operations Evaluation Unit was established in the Program-
ming & Budgeting Department late in 1970 and converted into a Division
of that Department in the middle of 1971. In view of the novelty of the
work to be undertaken, it started with a pilot phase. The main results
of this pilot phase were distributed to the Executive Directors earlier
this year: "Operations Evaluation Report.: Electric Power'' (IBRD Report
No. Z-17, dated March 10, 1972) and 'Bank Operations in Colombia - An
Evaluation" (IBRD Report No. Z-18, dated May 25, 1972),. These reports
were discussed at meetings of the Executive Directors on April 4 and
July 11, respectively.

2. As could be expected, the pilot phase of the Operations Evalu-
ation Division's work has not produced sound procedures for evaluating
the Bank's operations which now need only to be appl ied on a standardized
basis. In some respects the reports have raised more questions than they
have been able to answer. Nonetheless experience has been gained in the
difficult methodological problems of evaluation, and the time has come to
move into a second phase of work, still experimental, but initiating more
systematic coverage of Bank projects. The second phase must also include
the introduction of procedures for follow-up to the recommendations and
suggestions which emerged in the studies undertaken in the first phase.

3. A distinction may usefully be drawn between 'Audit' and'Evalu-
ation'. In the work of the Operations Evaluation Division 'Audit' has
come to mean comparison between the targets and projections contained in
the project appraisal reports on the one hand and actual developments on
the other, in order to see whether or not appraisal objectives were
attained; if not, why not and if- o, was it due to the project? 'Evalu-
ation', on the other hand, has come to mean a deeper analysis of the con-
tribution to development made by the project and by the Bank in its sup-
port of the project, with a view to seeing not only whether the project
met its assigned objectives but also whether these objectives were them-
selves correct in retrospect and whether they might have been improved

* R72-55 and R72-131 respectively
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in any way. Of the studies undertaken to date, the review of past power proj-
ects was mainly in the nature of an Audit, although *-t ran over to some extent
into an Evaluation, while the review of Bank operations in Colombia was mainly
an Evaluation. It can be argued that all Bank projects should be audited, but
since even audit is quite costly it may be preferable to cover a sample in
this way, while other projects, selected for the potential lessons they may
yield, are subjected to evaluation.

4. The intended work program of the Operations Evaluation Division for
FY73, to be carried out by a professional staff of eight professionals together
with consultants, includes audits, evaluations and follow-up studies. It is
sumiarized in Annex 1. It is envisaged that roughly 65% of total effort will
be devoted to evaluations, 25% to audits and 10% to follow-up work.

5. As regards audits, a start is being made toward systematic coverage
of all Bank projects. Two trial principles have been established for select-
ing projects for audit: , (a) projects will be audited approximately five years
after completion of loan disbursements and (b) where projects so selected be-
long to series of projects financed by the Bank (e.g. a third loan to a power
company, port authority or Government highway department) then the opportunity
will be taken at the same time to audit earlier projects in the series and, in
some cases, later ones too; hence, the distinction drawn in Annex I between
Audits of Individual Projects and Audits of Series of Projects. The further
distinction between Surnary and Detailed Audits rests on the fact that some
projects are simpler and raise less problems than others. Projects have been
selected for audit in FY73, from among those for which loans were fully dis-
bursed in 1968, considering feasibility of undertaking brief studies, avail-
ability of technically qualified staff in the Operations Evaluation Division,
and the need for increased emphasis on transportation projects in view of the
large amount of time devoted last year to electric power, the other main tradi-
tional field of Bank activity. It has not yet been decided whether it will be
worth distributing small (2-5 page) reports summarizing the conclusions and
recommendations, if any, emerging from each of these audit studies, estimated
to take between two and three professional mnn-months, or whether it would be
preferable to distribute all these brief reports in a package once or twice
during the year.

6. In the area of evaluation, two major studies and one minor one are
being planned. Completed highway projects in four different countries, located
in different continents, have been selected for evaluation in a study which will
focus particularly on the developmental impact. of highway improvements on the
region traversed, the degree to which this impact was affected by the competi-
tive structure of the transport industry in the area, and other factors con-
straining or increasing positive developmental impact; the purpose is to
identify possible ways of maximizing such impact. The second major study
would be a review of the Bank's work with Development Finance Companies around
the world, based mainly on study of selected companies with which the Bank be-
gan working at different periods and designed to identify suggestions for possi-
ble improvement in Bank policies, practices and procedures in this important
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field of lending. Thirdly, in order to make a start in the field of education
lending, a thorough evaluation would be made of one of the three secondary
school projects for which loan disbursements were completed before the end of
1971; this study would include a survey of students' education achievements
and of graduates' contribution to meeting manpower needs. Reports on these
three studies, which would be considerably shorter than the evaluation reports
so far distributed and would confine themselves mainly to presentations of
conclusions and recommendations with supporting analysis, are targeted for
completion during the next 12-14 months.

7. The last part of the program consists of follow-up work on the
recommendations and suggestions put forward for examination in evaluation
reports. A few of the recommendations emerging from the studies may raise
issues of such character as to require the preparation of Policy Papers for
consideration by the Executive Directors. Most of the recommendations however
will relate to the application of policies already in existence and to the
Bank's day-to-day practices and procedures in selection, preparation, appraisal
and supervision of projects and in the preparation of reports. These recommenda-
tions will be referred to the various operating departments responsible for con-
sidering them and the Operations Evaluation Division will monitor the progress
being made in their implementation.

Attachment



ANNEX I

OPERATIONS EVALUATION DIVISION: WORK PROGRAM FY73

Disbursement Amount -

Loan/Cr. 1o.- Name of Project Period (m)

I. Audits o" Individual Pro cts Aqainst A-praisalj ,iectives

(a) Srummary

239/Cr. 4 Costa Rica Highways 1961-69 11.0

293 Trinidad & Tobago Power i961-68 23.5

(b) DetajIled

306 Venezuela Expressway 1961-68 45.0

Cr. 63 Botswana Highways 1964-68 3.6

11. Audits of Series of P ects Against ApraisalOjectives.

276/346 Costa Rica Power/Telecom. 1961-68 30.8

198/294 India - Calcutta Port 1958-68 50.0

111. Evaluation of the De'veloFmentalContribution of Projects

(a) Education

Cr. 93 Kenya - Education I 1966-70 7.0

(b) Selected Highways (Davelopmental Impact & Transport
Industry Structure)

166 Ethiopia - Highways I 1957-63 15.0

135/195/Cr. 1 Honduras - Highways 1955-67 18.7

341 Thailand - Highways I 1963-69 35.0

344 Yugoslavia - Highways I 1963-66 35.0

(c) Development Finance Companies

A broad review of Bank activity in support of Development

Finance Companies, with special emphasis on:

240/422/459 Iran - IMDBI 1959-69 40.2
Korea - KDFC 1968-

449 Tunisia - SNI 1966-71 5.0

a/ Shows only loans and credits already fully disbursed.

li/ Original amount of loans already fully disbursed.

P & B

7/20/72
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ANNEX B

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

Intirnational Finance Corporation International Development Association

ADMINISTRATIVE CIRCULAR

September 2, 1970

ESTABLISHENT OF AN OPERATIONS EVALUATION UNIT

Effective audit and control procedures have always been matters of
major concern to the World Bank Group. Two of the most important innovations
introduced by the World Bank in its early years were the procedures developed
for supervision of loan disbursements and of the execution of the projects
(end-use supervision). Over the years these procedures have been continuously
strengthened and adjusted in the light of changing circumstances.

This process continues. In addition, in the last two years, budgetary
controls have been strengthened by the creation of the Programming and
Budgeting Department. Financial controls have been improved by the establish-
ment of the Audit Committee of the Executive Directors and by the strengthen-
ing of the Office of the Internal Auditor.

I feel that, with the growth of the Bank Group, the time has come to
carry our systematic auditing procedures a stage further - to cover the con-
tribution of our operations to development. Some review of our operations
from this point of view has of course always been carried out in the course
of Economic and Sector Missions, but these have other overriding responsibil-
ities. As regards projects which we have helped to finance, end-use super-
vision generally stops with the completion of construction, but the results
of many of them have been reviewed by the Projects Departments in the course
of appraising further loans or credits to the same entity or sector. Here
again, however, the review of past operations is only a subsidiary issue and
time seldom suffices to carry it very far. A number of thorough reviews have
been carried out by the Sector and Projects Division of the Economics Depart-
ment in connection with their responsibility for helping to improve the
methodology of project appraisal, but the number of projects covered in depth
is small and the focus is generally more on methodological improvements than
on re-evaluation of costs and benefits as such. Evaluation of the impact on
development of our operations is thus at present limited. I believe that the
growth in the funds that we are responsible for channelling into development
andin the number of countries with which we are actively involved makes it
important for us to develop a more systematic approach.

I have therefore decided to establish, in the Programming and Budgeting
Department, a unit whose sole responsibility will be to evaluate the contri-
bution of our operations to the development of member countries. The principal
task of the unit will be to review past lending operations with the central
objective of establishing whether the actual benefits of the completed projects
are in accordance with those expected at the time of appraisal and, in case
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of divergence, the reasons. Our methods of project appraisal have developed

and improved over the years. Our quantification is sounder now than in the

past, our view of development more comprehensive and our analyses of projects

and sectors deeper. Naturally, our current techniques and methods will be

used in evaluation of past operations, but in comparing results achieved with

original forecasts due attention will be paid to the cost and benefit concepts

prevailing at the time these operations were appraised.

Since this type of work has not been carried out to any extent before

in the Bank I envisage the new unit starting with a modest staff complement

of three and a workload of some fivd projects in several different sectors.

Especially in the beginning, the staff of the unit will need to draw heavily

on the advice and knowledge of those in other Departments of the Bank Group

who have been concerned with the projects selected.

I believe that this initiative will have two principal benefits. 'It

will contribute to the formulation of policy and procedures by enablirig us

to learn more from our past experience. And it will give us a degree of

conviction about the impact of what we are doing which we could obtain in no

other way.

Robert S. McNamara
President
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OPERATIONS EVALUATION

At the request of Mr. Sethness in his memorandum of October 4

(copy attached) the President has agreed to distribute the memorandum

together with its enclosures for information.
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President
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT | INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR |INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: October 4, 1974

FROM: Charles 0. Sethness

SUBJECT: Your Proposals for Operations Evaluation Work
in the Bank Group

I would appreciate it if you would arrange early distribution
of copies of this memorandum to the other Executive Directors and
Alternates in advance of the Board Meeting at which your timely
and welcome paper on this subject will be discussed.

1. Issue of Independence

My authorities and I appreciate the excellent work done to date
by the Operations Evaluation unit, and are very pleased to note the
direction indicated in your proposals to formalize the unit's
position. We feel it important, however, to urge some revision of
your proposals. I believe that we share with you in principle the
goal of creating a performance audit and appraisal mechanism that
both is, and is recognized to be, effectively independent.

The primary point which we feel should be changed is that by the
end of 1975, the responsibility relationship of the unit should be
to the Board of Executive Directors rather than divided. With this
change, your very commendable proposals would adequately reflect the
necessary independence from operating management. (This would not
interfere with the proposal in your memorandum to continue the present
practice of sending the unit's reports simultaneously to the Executive
Directors and the President.) In addition, the staffing and shaping
of the work program should be the responsibility of the Director-
General, subject to the review and approval of the Board, on which, as
Chairman, you have a very significant role. There is no question that
in this process your views would be given full weight.

The reasoning behind this amendment to your proposal is, I think,
fairly clear and persuasive. It would be very difficult to argue
that effective, much less "optical", independence of management (an
essential prerequisite for independent evaluation) is adequately -
represented by a unit which is responsible to the President of the Bank
(as well as the Board), whose work program is in part shaped by the
President, who also is playing a role in staffing the unit -- and whose
head is, in any event, a man proposed by the President, normally from
among senior Bank Group staff.
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2. Auditing and Reporting Standards

We are very interested in and appreciative of the work
and special attention already given by the Joint Audit Committee
on the terms of reference and auditing and reporting standards of
the Operations Evaluation unit. I understand that thought and
work has been directed to further codification and formalization
of both of these items. To assist in the Committee's work, I am
attaching a statement of auditing and reporting standards prepared
by the Comptroller General of the United States, who has long
experience in my country in these matters. We propose the incor-
poration or full reflection of the attached standards in the materials
prepared, so that they may become an integral part of the guidance
for the independent Operations Evaluation unit.

Attachment



COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548

B-161470
B-17 5281

JUN 2 4 1974

The Honorable
The Secretary of the Treasury

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Pursuant to the provisions of Public Law 93-189,
approved December 17, 1973, we have prepared the enclosed
.statement of auditing and reporting standards for use by the
U.S. Executive Director of the World Bank Group in proposing
the establishment of an independent review and evaluation
system for the Bank Group and for consideration by the Boards

.of Directors in formulating the terms of reference for an
independent review system.

We are also enclosing a copy of GAO's Standards for
Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activities &
Functions, which describes the scope and standards for eval-
uation reviews which our office considers appropriate for
all U.S. Government programs. This booklet contains addi-
tional details on the standards included in our statement
and should assist the U.S. Executive Director in pursuing
the establishment of an independent review system in the
Bank Group.

Subsequent to the establishment of the independent
review organization, our office will be making periodic
reviews of the reports issued by the organization in accord-
ance with the above cited legislation. During these reviews,
we plan to consider the adequacy of the auditing and report-
ing standards being followed and to make appropriate recom-
mendations for any revisions considered necessary.



B-161470
B-175281

We appreciate the excellent cooperation and assistance
of your staff during discussions on this matter prior to
preparation of the enclosed statement of auditing and report-
ing standards.

Sincerely yours,

Comptroller General
of the United States

Enclosures - 2



STATEMENT BY THE

COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

OF AUDITING AND REPORTING STANDARDS

FOR USE BY THE U.S. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF

THE WORLD BANK GROUP

IN PROPOSING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INDEPENDENT

REVIEW AND EVALUATION SYSTEM FOR THE BANK GROUP

Public Law 93-189 (see p. 10) required that the President,
acting through the U.S. representative to the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, propose and actively
seek the establishment of an independent review and evaluation
system for the Bank by its governing body. The law also re-
quired that a statement of auditing and reporting standards be
prepared by the Comptroller General of the United States and
presented for the consideration of the governing body to assist
in formulating terms of reference for this independent review
system.

This statement sets forth the auditing and reporting
standards prepared by the Comptroller General for use by the
U.S. representative to the World Bank Group in proposing the
establishment of an independent review and evaluation system.
For purposes of this statement, the World Bank Group includes
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the
International Development Association, and the International
Finance Corporation.

In considering these standards, the term "audit" may be
used to describe not only work done by accountants in examin-
ing financial reports but also work done in reviewing (1) com-
pliance with the articles of agreement and applicable rules
and regulations of the Bank Group, (2) efficiency and economy
of operations, and (3) effectiveness in achieving program
results.

The work contemplated by the proposed independent review
and evaluation system is beyond the scope and standards

I



applicable in the expression of an opinion by an independent
public accountant on financial statements. However, the in-
dependent public accountant's work should be given full con-
sideration but not duplicated in performing the management-
type reviews envisioned in this statement.

Although it is recognized that, to a degree, similar
standards may be applicable to both, distinct differences
exist between financial auditing and management or opera-
tional auditing. The latter focuses on the auditors' role
in analyzing situations and developing recommendations for
operational, managerial, and administrative performance.
Hence such management reviews concern identifying opportun-
ities for increased efficiency, economy, and effectiveness
in achieving Bank Group objectives for its programs and
activities. The management auditor, therefore, contributes
more input into the management decisionmaking process than
traditionally has been done in the past.

2



AUDITING STANDARDS

Auditing standards are general measures of the quality
and adequacy of the work performed. Auditing procedures, on
the other hand, represent the specific procedures folJlowed in
achieving the objectives of an audit.

The distinction drawn is not always a sharp one. Gen-
eral measures of quality and adequacy of work performed
should not vary, whereas specific audit procedures will vary
between assignments. At the same time, however, some pro-
cedures are so basic to the performance of a satisfactory au-
dit that they may be considered as standards relating to
adequacy of work performed.

SCOPE OF REVIEW SYSTEM

The review system should provide the Boards of Executive
Directors and, ultimately, the Boards of Governors with an
independent and continuous program of selective reviews of all
major programs and activities of the Bank Group, including the
administration and implementation of loans to both public and
private borrowers and the granting of technical assistance.
The review should be directed generally to examining whether
Bank Group activities attain the intended financial and econ-
omic development objectives in an economical, efficient, and
effective way. Within this general aim, the effectiveness of
loan implementation and administration and the technical as-
sistance activities of the Bank Group should be evaluated in
the light of its articles of agreement and bylaws and the
policies and directives of the Boards of Governors and
Executive Directors. Recommendations should be made con-
cerning ways those programs and activities can be improved,
bearing in mind the international character of the institu-
tions and their assigned roles in financing world development.

In reviewing Bank Group assistance to developing coun-
tries, determining its contribution to social and economic pro-
gress in the project area should be emphasized in order to
help evaluate its effectiveness as a development in5titution,

These audit standards provide criteria for conducting
reviews for efficiency, economy, and effectiveness. The re-
view should also examine policies, procedures, practices, and
internal controls applicable to any aspect of the activities

3



for which the auditor attempts to make judgements regarding
whether existing practices can be made more efficient or
economical. In determining effectiveness,. the auditor should
review those policies, procedures, practices, and controls
having specific bearings on the attainment of the goals and
objectives established for the program, activity, or function
under review.

Internal review is an important part of internal control
and consideration should be given to such work. The auditor
should consider the extent of the internal review work and
the extent to which that work can be relied on to insure that
other aspects of internal control are functioning properly.
The auditor should take full advantage of the products of the
internal review in making his own review. Independent public
accountants' work, performed at the request of the Boards of
Governors for the purpose of expressing an opinion on Bank
Group financial statements, should also be considered but not
duplicated.

The effective discharge of these responsibilities requires
the prompt reporting of the findings and related recommenda-
tions to the Boards of Executive Directors together with com-
ments of the Bank Group management.

The procedures established should provide for systematic
followup on the actions taken by Bank Group management to im-
plement the recommendations. Periodic reports of such actions
should be made available to the Boards of Executive Directors
and, through them, to the Boards of Governors.

The provisions for a program of continuing reviews should
not require that all Bank Group activities be examined in a
single year. To provide systematically for the required cov-
erage over a reasonable period of time and for the assignment
of priorities in conducting the work, a tine-phased audit
plan should be prepared, and revised periodically, and given
to the Boards of Executive Directors to consider and approve.
These independent reviews should be coordinated with the in-
ternal reviews and the financial audits by the independent public
accountants.

4



GENERAL STANDARDS AND PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS

One of the primary considerations in establishing an
effective review and evaluation system isto ensure that it
is independent of the Bank Group's president and other man-
agement officials.

The organization should be headed by a highly qualified
individual in the financial and administrative management
area, and his staff should be built around a nucleus of sea-
soned accountants, economists, management analysts, and others
experienced in international financial and/or developmental
assistance programs and other appropriate areas.

The.following standards should apply to all work.

1. Each review should be directed by persons having
adequate technical training and proficiency.

2. An independent and objective attitude should be
maintained.

3. Due professional care should be exercised.

4. The work should be adequately planned.

5. Assistants should be properly supervised.

6. Sufficient, competent, and relevant evidence should
be obtained to afford a reasonable basis for express-
ing opinions, judgements, conclusions, and recommen-
dations.

The organization established under these standards should
be responsible to the Bank Group Boards of Executive Directors
and, ultimately, to the Boards of Governors, which represent
the member governments. Therefore, the staff should preserve
an independent viewpoint in all its work so that the value of
the examinations will not be impaired. Such independence re-
quires objective consideration of facts and unbiased judgements
in performing reviews and formulating conclusions.

Objectivity is an extremely important and basic require-
ment for the auditor. His goal in each case is to determine

5



the actual situation and to convey the most accurate knowledge

possible to his report readers. He should develop all signif-

icant and pertinent information, pro and con, and give genuine

consideration to all such information in reaching conclusions.

Convincingness in reporting his findings and recommendations

must be based primarily on portraying the situation that ex-

ists. Complete honesty and integrity are essential in car-

rying out his work and reporting on it.

In the exercise of due professional care the auditor

must use good judgement in choosing and applying audit

procedures and in preparing reports. All confidential in-

formation in Bank Group records should be appropriately pro-

tected.

The following basic audit procedures can be considered

standards in the sense that they are standard requirements

that should be observed and satisfied in making an audit.

1. The auditors should become fully familiar with the

history of the Bank Group, its articles of agreement

and bylaws, and with the policies adopted by the

Boards with respect to the

a. purpose, scope, and objectives of the activities

or functions being examined,

b. manner in which activities are to be conducted

and financed, and

c. general nature and extent of Bank Group authority
and responsibility.

2. The Bank Group's actual operating and administrative

procedures and practices, reporting, internal re-

view, and other elements of the system of internal

management control should be reviewed and tested for

effectiveness in achieving the aims and objectives

outlined in the scope of review section of this state-

ment.

3. Pertinent and significant information available to the

Bank Group which is necessary to properly consider,
support, and present any findings, conclusions, and

recommendations should be fully explored and devel-

oped.



REPORTING STANDARDS

The effective discharge of review responsibilities
requires the prompt reporting of findings and related recom-
mendations to the Bank Group Boards of Executive Directors
and, ultimately, to the Boards of Governors. Comments of
Bank Group management on the findings and recommendations
normally would be obtained and made available to the Boards
at the time they consider the reports.

To insure complete and appropriate reports, the fol-
lowing standards should govern.

1. Written reports should be submitted to the Boards of
Executive Directors and through them to the Boards of Gov-
ernors and Bank Group management,

2. Reports should be issued on or before the dates
specified by regulation or other arrangement and, in any
-event, as promptly as posible so as to make the information
available for timely use by management, the Boards, and mpm-
ber governments.

3. Each report should:

a. Be as concise as possible but, at the same time,
clear and complete enough to be understood by the
users.

b. Present factual matter accurately, completely, and
fairly.

c. Present findings and conclusions objectively and
ii Ihnguage as clear and simple as the subject
matter permits,

d. Include only factual information, findings, and
concusiqIs that are adequately supported by
enough evidence in the auditor's working papers
to demonstrate or prove, when called upon, the
bases for the matters reported and their correct-
ness and reasonableness. Det ailed supporting in-
formation should be included in the report to the

extent necessary to make a convincing presentation.

7



e. Include, when possible, the auditor's
recommendations for actions to effect improve-

ments in problem areas noted in his audit and

to otherwise make improvements in operations.
Information on underlying causes of problems

reported should be included to assist in imple-
menting or devising corrective actions.

f. Place primary emphasis, on improvement rather

than on criticism of the past; critical com-

ments should be presented in balanced perspec-

tive, recognizing any unusual difficulties or

circumstances faced by the operating officials

concerned.

g. Identify and explain issues and questions needing
further study and consideration by the auditor

or others.

h. Include recognition of 'noteworthy accomplishments,

particularly when management improvements in one

program or activity may be applicable elsewhere.

i. Include recognition of the views of responsible

officials of the organization, program, function,
or activity audited on the auditor's findings,
conclusions, and recommendations. Except where

the possibility of fraud or other compelling
reason may require different treatment, the

auditor's tentative findings and conclusions

should be reviewed with such officials. When

possible, without undue delay, their views should

be obtained in writing and objectively considered

and .presented in preparing the final report.

j. Clearly explain the scope and objectives of the

audit.

k. Be issued without restriction. When there is a

need to report confidential information, con-

sideration should be given to preparing the
confidential portion as a supplement so that the

usefulness of the basic portion of the report is

8



not limited. When significant pertinent

information is omitted because it is deemed priv-

ileged or confidential the nature of such infor-

mation should be described and the authority un-
der which it is withheld should be stated.

4. Followup reporting should be made to the Boards of

Executive Directors and through them to the Boards of Governors

on corrective actions taken by Bank Group nanagement on all re-

port recommendations.

9



Public Law 93-189
93rd Coigress, S. 1443
Decenber 17, 1973

87 STAT. 714

To amend the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, and for other purposes.

Be it emnted by the Senate and House of Repreaentatives of the
Viated States of America in Congrese assembled, That this Act may ForeIgn Assis-
be cited as the "Foreign Assistance Act of 1973". tc Act

87 STAT. 718

D1ERWATEONAL OROANIZATIONS AND PROGRAMS

Smc. 9. Chapter 3 of part I of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 is
amended as follows:

(1) At the end of section 301 add the following new subsection: 75 Stat. 433
"(e)(1) In the case of the United Nations and its affiliated organiza- 81 Stat. 453.

tions, ncluding the International Atomic Energy Agency. the Presi- 22 Usc 2221.
dent shall, acting through the United States representative to such
organizations, propose and actively seek the establishment by the gov-
erning authorities of such organizations a single professionally quali-
fied group of appropriate size for the purpose of providing an
independent and continuous program of selective examination. review,
and evaluation of the programs and activities of such organizations.
Such proposal shall provide that such group shall be established in.
accordance with such terms of reference as such governing authority
may prescribe and that the reports of such group on each examination.
review, and evaluation shall be submitted directly to such governing
authority for transmittal to the representative of each individual mem-
ber nation. Such proposal shall further include a statement of auditing
and reporting standards. as prepared by the Comptroller General of
the United States. for the consideration of the governing authority of
the international organization concerned to assist in formulating te'rms
of reference for such review and evaluation group.

"(2) In the case of the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development and the Asian Development Bank. the President shall,
acting through the United States representative to such organizations.
propose and actively seek the establishment by the governing authori-
ties of such organizations professionally qualfied groups of appropri-
ate size for the purpose of providing an independet ,
program of selective examih rew. evaluation of tlhe ro-

-. gr~fl1nit mortIVi fso#-rndhrnT~uiboni. .uen prop a sia provid e
111f ii sueii'lioups shil11~bWesrawutnein accordance with such terms of
refeenne as such governing authorities may prescribe. and that the
reports of such groups on each examination, review, and evaluation

- shall be submitted directly to such governing authority for transmittal
to the representative of each individual member nation. Suchiro osal
shall further include a tatemne an reli
as prepared by thli Comptroller General of the United States, for the
consideration of the governing authority of the international organi-
zation concerned to assist in formulating terms of reference for such
review and evaluation groups.

"(3) Reports received by the United States representatives to these Reports to
international organizations under this subsection and related informa. President,
tion on actions taken as a result of recommendations made therein shall tensittal

to Congress.

87 STAT. 719
be submitted promptly to the President for transmittal to the Congress
and to the Comptroller General. The Comptroller General shall peri-
odically review such reports and related information and shall report
simultaneously to the Congress and to the President any suggestions
the Comptroller General may deem appropriate concerning auditing
and reporting standards followed by such groups, the recommenda-
tions made and actions taken as a result of such recommendations."

- 10



DOCUMENT 01

INTERNATIONAL BAN K FOR RECONSTRUCTION AN) I)! ME LOP AENT

NOT FOR PUBLIC USE

DECLASSIFIED

DWG A ULE

WBG AK.1 HaIES R74-197/1

FROM: The Secretary October 8, 1974

OPERATIONS EVALUATION

The President's memorandum dated September 27, 1974 will be

scheduled for consideration at the meeting of the Executive Directors

to be held on October 22, 1974 and not on October 15 as previously

announced (R74-197).

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Senior Vice President, Operations
Executive Vice President and Vice President, IFC
President's Council
Director, Operations Evaluation Department



OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. J. Burke Knapp DATE: October 7, 1974

FROM: Warren C. Baum Warren C. Baum

SUBJECT: Operations Evaluation

As you requested, I am putting in writing some of the points which
I made at today's meeting of the Operational Vice Presidents.

I start from the proposition that the work of the Operations
Evaluation Department is both necessary and desirable and that we in the
Bank have much to gain from it. I also believe that on the whole it is
well done. My concern is with several aspects of the work which I believe
need to be thought through and discussed more fully within the Bank.

One issue is how the Bank staff can record its dissent from the
OED's conclusions. At present there is extensive discussion between OED
and the appropriate parts of the Bank on drafts of the audit, as a result
of which changes are frequently made in the audit. At the same time,
differences, usually of opinion or judgment, often remain and on these
the final audit reflects only OED's views. If this process is to have its
intended effect on the improvement of Bank operations, it is desirable
that the contrary views also be recorded, as is now done for example with
GAO audits. This would enhance the credibility of the exercise as a whole
in the eyes of the staff, and avoid a significant morale problem which
arises when the staff, which take the audits seriously and devote a good
deal of time to them, believe that their views are being disregarded and
unjustified criticisms levied.

Another issue concerns OED's mandate of "systematic follow-up of
Bank Group action in response to recommendations and suggestions emerging
from such audit, evaluation and review work." (R74-197 of September 27, 1974)
I appreciate why follow-up may appear to be necessary from OED's point of
view. However, this shifts OED's responsibility from the audit of past
performance to the evaluation of the present performance of the management
of the Bank. In the draft follow-up of the Colombia study, for example,
OED makes wide-ranging comments on the extent to which current Bank
policies in a variety of fields (e.g. agricultural credit, land reform,
pricing of public utility services) have or have not been changed in the
light of the study's recommendations. I seriously question whether the OED
is in a position to make such an evaluation. For one thing, they are
evaluating management's performance in implementing recommendations which
the management may not have accepted, in whole or in part. Moreover, the
rate at which recommendations are implemented and policies adopted or
changed depends on a variety of considerations: the cost of implementing
the recommendations; their priority relative to other ongoing or new
activities; the constraints of staff and timing within which the Bank



Mr. J. Burke Knapp - 2 - October 7, 1974

operates, etc. I do not see how OED can properly evaluate these considera-
tions; at best it can raise what are likely to be rather sterile questions
about them.

I suggest that we discuss these issues prior to the Board Meeting
of October 15th, when R74-197 is on the agenda.

WCBaum: rma

cc: Mr. Shoaib
Mr. Willoughby
Mr. van der Tak



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION CORPORATION

SecM74-696
October 8, 1974

FROM: The Secretary

Tentative Schedule of Board Meetings

Attached for information is a tentative
schedule of Executive Directors' Meetings
and business (apart from loan and credit
projects) from the present date through
September 1975. This replaces the previous
schedule dated September 4, 1974 (SecM74-605).

Distribution

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Senior Vice President, Operations
Executive Vice President and Vice

President, IFC
President's Council
Directors and Department Heads, Bank and IFC



TENTATIVE SCHEDULE OF IBRD/IDA/IFC BOARD MEETINGS

THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1975

SecM74-696
October 8, 1974

Except as noted below, the Board will plan to meet each Tuesday to consider

proposed loans and credits. No meetings are scheduled for:

December 24 Christmas Holiday recess
August 19, 1975 Annual recess (tentative)

August 26 Annual recess (tentative)

September 23** Directors have suggested that there be no meeting of
the Board in the week prior to the Governors' Meeting

In addition to the weekly consideration of loan and credit projects, the sub-

jects listed below are suggested for discussion by the Board on the following dates:

October 15 1974 Annual Meetings Arrangements

October 22 Joint Audit Committee Report

November 5 Review of the Bank's Lending Rate
November 12 Environmental Criteria for Bank Projects
November 14 (Thurs.)*Seminar on Non-Formal Education
November 19 *Education Sector Policy Paper (Second Edition)
November 26 Bank Group Activities in the Field of Health

Appointments to Standing Committees

December 3 Bank Lending to High Income Countries

December 10 *Split Interest Rate
December 17 Third Window Lending
December 19 (Thurs.) 1975 Annual Report Seminar
January 7, 1975 *Prepayment of Bank Loans

*Offset Borrowing and Lending
January 14 Review of the Bank's Rural Development Program
January 21 Preferences for Domestic Contractors: Review of Bank

Experience

January 28 Bank Policy on Urban Transport
February 4 Bank Research Program: Annual Report
February 18 Two-Year Bond Issue
February 25 Review of Five-Year Program and Mid-Year Review of

FY'75 Program and Budget
Possible Bank Operations in Housing Sector

March 6 (Thurs.) Seminar on Selected Research Projects from the Bank's
External Research Program

April 29 Staff Compensation Review
May 20 Annual Report on the Staff Retirement Plan

June 17 Review of IBRD/IDA FY'76 Operating Program and
Administrative Budget

July 8 Draft Bank/IDA and IFC Annual Reports (to be preceded
by "Seminars" on June 19 and June 23)

July 29 Allocation of FY'75 Net Income
August 5 IFC Financial Statements
August 12 IBRD and IDA Financial Statements

Two-Year Bond Issue

Additional Items to be considered for Scheduling

1. Bank's Approach to Resource Management and Systems
2. Review of Revised Industrial Sector Policy Paper
3. Board Procedures--Lending Documents

* Indicates a change from the schedule dated September 4, 1974 (SecM74-605)

** Subject to change
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INTLRNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL DANK FOR INTLRNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. M. Shoaib DATE: August 29, 1974

FROM: James M. Kea 4., OPD
SUBJECT: Internal Au iting Review Group

As indicated in the attached memo, I've notified those whom
you want to serve on the review group.

I have not however set a date for the first meeting because I'm
off on a trip on September 5 for up to three weeks. Not knowing whether
you'd want to await my return or go ahead without me, I deferred calling
the first meeting.

Plans of those involved for Sep'ember and October are:

Adler: Here all the time
Dillard: Here all the timd
Gabriel: Here all the time
Kearns: Away Sept. 5 thru Sept. 26
Leyes,: Away until Sept. 9
Rapley: Away Sept. 9 thru Sept. 13

Also attached is the original paper. I did not circulate the
covering memo but only the attached work program.

Attachments

JMKearns:bl



See Distribution August 29, 1974

James M. Kearns, Dir., OPD

Internal Auditing

At Mr. McNamara's request, Mr. Shoaib is convening a group to
review and advise upon the functions and work program of the Internal
Auditing Department.

In his absence, Mr. Shoaib asked me to request each of you
(and myself) to serve on the group, and send you a copy of the attached
proposed internal auditing work program.

Upon Mr. Shoaib's return on September 4, a time for a meeting
will be set.

Distribution: Messrs. J. Adler, Dir., P&B
D. Dillard, Dir., Finance & Management Dept., IFC
G. K. Gabriel, Controller
John Leyes, Price Waterhouse
L. N. Rapley, Dir., Int. Auditing Dept.

cc: Mr. Shoaib

Jl4earns :,bl



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. M. Shoaib, Vice President DA E: June 2 1974

FROM: Lawrence N. Rapley, Director, Internal Auditi

SUBJECT: Overall Internal Audit Work Program

With reference to our recent discussions in()oiine tion with the

department's FY75 budget request, which included thre professional

positions which were subsequently turned down, I have put together a

paper on the overall internal audit coverage of the Bank Group activities.

It discusses the objectives of the department, our policy of

frequency of rotation of audits and the present staffing situation which

is resulting in less than an acceptable minimum audit coverage and an

inability to keep on top of significant and continuing increases in Bank

Group lending and other activities. The paper sets out an overall work

program consistent with the frequency of audit rotation policy and with

our objectives, and includes several activities not looked into previously.

It also provides for necessary extensions of the scope of audit in certain

other activities as well as increased emphasis on the management audit

aspects of Bank Group programs and activities.

This overall program calls for an additional five positions and

is, of course, based on today's situation as I see it. It does not take

into account the considerable slippage we are already experiencing or any

material changes in the volume or nature of activities of the Bank Group

in the future which would have an effect on our scope of audit and

relative staffing situations.

May I please have your approval to this plan of action.

atts.

June 28, 1974

Mr. McNamara:

I think the approach is basically sound although I would want to be

personally involved in any decision to extend the audit work into management

audit aspects referred to in the sentence starting from the 6th line of Page

2 of the attachment. The same applies to audit coverage not previously

carried out referred to in the opening sentence of Paragraph 8 but I still

do feel that as soon as staff contraints can be relaxed somewhat, we should

be doing more internal audit on the classical pattern irrespective of the

extent to which internal audit should get involved in management audit. If

you agree, the best course would perhaps be for Mr. Rapley and Mr. Adler to

discuss the matter together and work out a three year program over which the

Internal Audit Department could attempt to achieve the fundamental objectives.

Wt LAibh



INTERNAL AUDITING DEPARTMENT

OVERALL INTERNAL AUDIT WORK PROGRAM

Introduction

1. The purpose of this memorandum is to initiate the course of action

which I recommend should be taken to provide adequate overall internal audit

coverage of the World Bank Group consistent with the objectives of the

department.

Objectives of Internal Auditing

2. Internal Auditing in the Bank Group has the overall objective of

assisting all levels of Management in the effective discharge of their

responsibilities by furnishing them with independent and objective audits and

appraisals of financial, administrative, accounting and other activities.

With the primary emphasis on internal controls and related systems and proce-

dures, Internal Auditing is concerned with reviewing and appraising their

soundness, adequacy and application, and in promoting effective control at

reasonable cost. In addition, consideration is given to (1) compliance with

various governing agreements or instruments and related decisions, policies,

regulations or procedures of the Board of Governors, Executive Directors and

Bank Group Management; (2) the effective utilization of Bank Group resources;

(3) protecting the Bank Group's interests; (4) seeking to determine the

reliability and validity of accounting, financial and other data used by

Management; and (5) possible means of improving the efficiency and effective-

ness of the activity reviewed.

Background

3. Since the time I joined the Bank Group in May 1970, when the audit

staff consisted of three professionals (one was subsequently transferred to

Controller's in July 1970 which took over the responsibility for bank recon-

ciliation work), the plan of operations which I have followed with the tacit

approval of Mr. Aldewereld has always been to expand the audit staff over some

four to five years to achieve an acceptable minimum level of audit coverage

for the entire Bank Group. As staff became available, the work program would

be developed whereby major activities of the Bank Group would be reviewed

annually and the remaining activities would be audited mostly on a biennial

basis with the rest being extended to a three-yearly basis. This plan was

discussed with and generally agreed to by Mr. Aldewereld, Vice President -

Finance, the Joint Audit Committee and Price Waterhouse & Co.

4. Unfortunately, due to budget restrictions, requests for additional

professional and special services staffing have been consistently turned down

since 1972, resulting in less than an acceptable minimum audit coverage of the

Bank Group, a longer frequency between audits, an inadequate mix of staff, and

an inability to keep on top of significant and continuing increases in Bank

Group lending and other activities and changes in the manner in which these
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activities are being managed. There are certain basic financial and accounting
areas in the Bank Group which we feel are important enough to be covered on a
regular annual basis. Other areas can be covered less frequently. Furthermore,
we believe it is extremely important that the internal audit work be in suffi-
cient depth so that basic changes in financial and accounting controls can be
recognized and appraised. The need to achieve basic audit objectives with
existing staff restraints has precluded us from adequately extending our audit
work into the management audit aspects of Bank Group programs and activities
for possible means of improving the utilization of Bank Group resources. As
we plan ahead it is important, therefore, to review our position vis-a-vis the
present level of internal audit coverage in the Bank Group and what we consider
adequate coverage to fully protect the Bank's interests.

Overall Internal Audit Program

5. Consistent with the objectives stated in paragraph 2, the audit
responsibility is carried out through annual work programs covering selected
areas and a rotation of audits depending on their relative importance.
Comprehensive reviews and appraisals of internal control systems and trans-
actions are significantly important now with the considerable expansion of
the Bank Group's activities, the retirement of long-term experienced personnel
and the increasing use of computer equipment. In addition, the budget restraints
being applied to support departments are now resulting in constant endeavors to
reduce staff effort by streamlining procedures. Such changes are desirable but
require continuing audit evaluation to determine that adequate safeguards still
exist to protect the Bank's interests and to measure whether desired increases
in efficiency are really being achieved.

6. It is particularly relevant to have an adequate internal audit
coverage of the Bank Group activities now that some member governments and the
Joint Audit Committee of the Executive Directors are currently taking an active
interest in the scope and activities of the internal audit function in the
Bank Group to endeavor to satisfy themselves that resources of the three
organizations are being properly and effectively used and administered.

7. To achieve an acceptable minimum level of audit coverage for the
World Bank Group on the original basis, I am recommending and attaching hereto
for Management's approval a Summary of Major Areas of Assignments by Frequency
of Audit with supporting annexes covering (1) Schedule of Assignments by
Frequency of Audit and (2) Overall Work Program Analysis of Man-Weeks Required.
This audit coverage has been planned to give due consideration, where appropriate,
to coordination with the work of the external auditors, Price Waterhouse & Co.,
to avoid any duplication of effort and has been prepared on the frequency of
audit basis set out in paragraph 3.

8. The proposed audit coverage includes a number of activities not
previously audited and provides, in some instances, for the extension of our
scope of audit, as well as increased emphasis on the management audit aspects
of many Bank Group programs and activities. In addition, the overall work
program also includes specific management type reviews such as (a) procurement
services at Headquarters, (b) building operations and maintenance, (c) insurance
programs, (d) document retention system, (e) competitive bidding and general
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procurement practices and procedures in the lending program, etc. These and
other activities summarized below account for much of the increased manpower
over the present staff.

(1) Our work on data processing services should be extended to provide
periodic reviews of the computer center operations and to evaluate
the EDP controls and related computer applications.

(2) We plan in the near future to review the effectiveness of the
administrative budget as a management control device, the develop-
ment of departmental costs and related procedures and controls.

(3) Our current planned time of some 40 man-weeks on the accounting and
financial aspects of loans and credits and on project supervision
procedures is clearly not adequate to provide effective audit
coverage in these areas. Our scope of audit in each area includes:

(a) Accounting and Financial -

Reviewing and evaluating internal control over Bank loans and
IDA credits and, on a selected basis, examining loans/credits
signed or becoming effective, disbursements, principal repayments
and collection of interest and other charges to determine that
such transactions have been approved and recorded in accordance
with applicable policies, procedures and agreements. Principal
amounts outstanding are confirmed direct with the borrowers on
a sample basis.

(b) Project Supervision -

Ascertaining and evaluating existing procedures and guidelines
in supervising procurement and other aspects of loans/credits
and, on a sample basis (at present, a very limited selection
of loans/credits drawn from one sector of one region), measure
compliance with Bank/IDA policies and procedures. This audit
work covers, for the selected loans and credits -

(i) Practices followed in determining the qualifications of
contractors, solicitation of bids and award of contracts;

(ii) Compliance with loan/credit covenants covering financial
and operational reporting by the borrower;

(iii) Selection of independent auditors, the scope of their
audit and standards of reporting (observing where
possible deficiencies in auditing standards may exist);

(iv) Reporting by staff members on field supervision missions,
frequency, composition and duration of visits, areas
covered, recommendations made, etc.; and

(v) Methods used in the respective operating departments to
determine the effectiveness and adequacy of their super-
vision procedures.
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We believe the time allocated to this activity should be at least
initially doubled in order to obtain wider and more effective
coverage (especially when this is viewed in the context of the
continuing expansion of the Bank/IDA lending program and the current
situation of some 1,500 loans/credits with a net amount outstanding
aggregating some $24 billion).

(4) The audit program allocates 1/2 a man-year to work jointly with
the Operations Evaluation Department, at their request, in review-
ing financial data and audit practices in their evaluation of
selected loan/credit projects. We expect that this assistance will
be required on a continuing and expanded basis in subsequent years.
This also reflects the advantage of utilizing the expertise available
in this department.

(5) The demands are increasing for audit assistance in various other
areas of the Bank Group such as audits of specific UNDP projects
costs, special operational travel study, reviewing proposals for
changes in systems and procedures and draft policy statements,
agreements, manuals, etc. In addition, we are presently engaged
in the follow-up to a review covering the auditing standards of
the National Audit Council of Thailand for the Asia Region Projects
Department which we carried out in FY73. As a result of this
review, additional requests for similar work in other countries
are being received as Projects staff question the effectiveness of
independent audits in the context of the Bank's reliance on such
audits as an important control element in the effective utilization
of funds by the borrower.

(6) It is important to build flexibility into the overall work program
and to provide time to enable the department to keep abreast of
current Bank Group developments which could have an impact on
future audits. Flexibility must also be provided where audits are
only being carried out on a two- or three-yearly cycle, as it is
equally important to carry out spot checks of sensitive control
areas in the off years. Time for this has been included in the
overall provision for nonprogrammed assignments.

9. An earlier budget request for computing activities support in FY75
from the Computing Activities Department (not yet confirmed) will assist us
in making more effective use of staff time in the clerical phases of audits
and will enable some of the staff effort to be channeled into more productive
and effective areas. This utilization of the computing facilities will have
a long-range effect on the efficiency of audits to be conducted in future years.
However, for FY75 any savings of manpower will be offset by the audit time
required for planning and consultation in developing appropriate programs.
In this connection, it would seem imperative to have in the department an
experienced EDP staff auditor to develop this aspect of our activities as soon
as possible, in addition to assisting in the extension of our scope of audit
to cover periodic computer center audits and the evaluation of EDP controls in
specific computer applications.
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Staffing

10. In order to achieve the overall audit coverage proposed, it is
suggested that implementation would be on a gradual basis over one or two years
as additional staff is authorized and becomes available. The new program calls
for an authorization of a total of five additional positions (over the existing
ten authorized positions - 8 professional and 2 special services) in the upper
and middle staff levels and would provide the Bank Group with what I consider to
be an adequate internal audit coverage based on the existing volume of business
and the activities currently identified. With these additional positions I plan
to build up a strong nucleus of highly qualified staff which, combined hopefully
with a policy of rotating staff to other positions in the Bank Group for career
development purposes, would also provide this department with the flexibility it
needs to do an effective job.

atts.

Lawrence N. Rapley
May 31, 1974



INTERNAL AUDITING DEPARTMENT

SUMMARY OF MAJOR AREAS OF ASSIGNMENTS
BY FREQUENCY OF AUDIT 1/

Estimated Man-Weeks
By Frequency of Audit

AREA OF AUDIT Percent Total Annual Biennial 3 Years

CASH RESOURCES 6% 42 42 - -

LENDING PROGRAM 15% 106 96 10 -

OTHER ASSETS, LIABILITIES, RESERVES, ETC. 8% 52 - 37 15

ADMINISTRATIVE PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 31% 216 53 128 35

SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND SERVICES 10% 71 6 33 32

OTHER ASSIGNMENTS 20% 138 91 - 47

SPECIAL WORK FOR OTHER DEPARTMENTS 10% 70 70 - -

TOTAL 100% 695 358 208 129

PERCENT OF TOTAL 100% 52% 30% 18%

MAN-YEAR EQUIVALENT 2/

MAN-WEEKS ANNUALIZED 65% 505 358 104 43

Add - OVERHEAD

Leave, holidays, staff meetings, professional
development and orientation 21% 165

Administration, planning, supervision and
review (including Joint Audit Committee
activities, discussions with and work
for Vice President, follow-up of audit
recommendations, work program, budget
matters, etc.) 8% 65

Estimate for overruns/slippage in time
allocations 6% 45

35% 275

GROSS MAN-WEEKS PER YEAR 100% 780

MAN-YEARS REQUIRED ANNUALLY TO COMPLETE
WORK PROGRAM ON PLANNED FREQUENCY OF
AUDIT 3/ 15

l/ See Annex 1 for details

2/ See Annex 2 for details

3/ Excludes secretarial/clerical staff of 3

April 1974



ANNEX 1

INTERNAL AUDITING DEPARTMENT

SCHEDULE OF ASSIGNMENTS BY FREQUENCY OF AUDIT

Estimated Man-Weeks
Organization Last Report By Frequency of Audit

Area of Audit Bank IDA IFC Issued Percent Total Annual Biennial 3 Years Remarks

CASH RESOURCES

Borrowings - including related interest and x x x Apr. 73 10
bond issuance expenses

Cash Held by Depositories - including deposit x x x Aug. 73 18
and withdrawal transactions

Investments - including special reserve fund x x x June 73 14
assets and related investment income

6% 42 42 - -

LENDING PROGRAM

Bank Loans and IDA credits - including related x x Apr. 72 80 Includes additional 40 weeks to provide for
income and project supervision and procurement planned increase in scope of audit in FY75
procedures

IFC Operational Investments - including related x Nov. 73 16
income and portfolio supervision procedures

Paying Agency - servicing loan participations x x Aug. 73 10
and sales

15% 106 96 10 -

OTHER ASSETS, LIABILITIES, RESERVES, ETC.

Accounts Payable and Other Liabilities x x x May 71 10

Accounts Receivable - Miscellaneous and x x x July 72 7
Other Assets

Capital Stock, Reserves and Subscriptions
Capital Stock - including amounts receivable x x - )

on account of subscribed capital ) 9 No audit to date
Reserves x x x - )
Subscriptions and Supplementary Resources x )

Office Working Funds and Miscellaneous Cash x Aug. 73 6
Accounts

Property, Furniture and Equipment x Oct. 71 12 Last audit covered "D" building only

Staff Loans and Advances x x Feb. 73 8

8% 52 - 37 15

AIMINISTRATIVE PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

Annual Meetings - staffing and costs including x x - 12 No audit to date
those shared with IMF

Building Alterations and Maintenance x May 73 15

Communications Services - including telephone x June 73 15
facilities shared with IMF

Consultants Services x x x Dec. 71 12
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Estimated Man-Weeks
Organization Last Report By Frequency of AuditArea of Audit Bank IDA IFQ Issued Percent Total Annual Biennial 3 Years Remarks

ADMINISTRATIVE PROGRAMS AND SERVICES (Cont.)

Contractual Services - including services x x Mar. 73 20
rendered by consultants for non-operational
departments

Education Benefits x x Aug. 73 7

Federal and Local Income Tax Reimbursements x x Mar. 73 10

Health Services - including life and medical x x Aug. 71 11
insurance plans and operations of Health
Room facilities shared with IMF

Insurance Program - property and casualty x x x Jan. 74 12

Library Services - including facilities shared
with IMF x 8 No audit to date

Office Occupancy - rents, depreciation and security x Mar. 72 12

Operational, Spouse and Home Leave Travel and x x Mar. 74 17
Related Advances

Post and Housing Allowances x x Oct. 71 8

Procurement Services at Head Office x July 71 10

Staff Food Services - including related accounts x Jan. 73 10
receivable, representation and hospitality

Staff Leave Accounting x x Dec. 71 8

Staff Resettlement x x Nov. 72 8

Staff Salaries - including dependency allowances, x x Feb. 73 11
overtime and temporary salaries

Staff Benefits, Miscellaneous - including staff x x - 10 No audit to date
training, parking, staff activities, and
language training facilities shared with IMF

31% 216 53 128 35

SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

Cooperative Programs
FAO x Nov. 73 )
UNESCO x Nov. 73 ) 10UNIDO x ) New Cooperative Program in FY74
WHO x Nov. 73 )

Trust Funds and Research Programs
Development Funds

Indus Basin x )
Nam Ngum x ) Jan. 72 12
Tarbela x

Other Trust Funds
International Crops Research Institute x )

for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) )
International Laboratory for Research x )
on Animal Diseases (ILRAD) )

International Livestock Center for Africa (ILCA) x ) - 16 No audit to date
Lower Mekong Project (MEKONG) x
Nam Ngum Dam Power Expansion Study (LAOS) x
Control of Onchocerciasis in Western Africa(ONCHO) x )
United Nations Relief Operation in Dacca (UNROD) x
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Estimated Man-Weeks
Organization Last Report By Frequency of Audit

Area of Audit Bank IDA IFC Issued Percent Total Annual Biennial 3 Years Remarks

SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND SERVICES (Cont.)

Research Programs
Consultative Group on International Agricultural x )

Research (CGIAR)
Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical - x )

International Centre of Tropical Agriculture )
(CIAT) )

Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maiz y x )
Trigo - International Maize and Wheat )
Improvement Centre (CIMMYT) )

Centro Internacional de la Papa - International x )
Potato Centre - Peru (CIP) )

International Crops Research Institute for the x ) - 16 No audit to date
Semi-Arid Tropics - India (ICRISAT) )

International Institute of Tropical Agriculture - X )
Nigeria (IITA) )

International Laboratory for Research on Animal x )
Diseases - Kenya (ILRAD)

International Livestock Centre for Africa - x )
Ethiopia (ILCA) )

International Rice Research Institute - x )
Philippines (IRRI) )

West African Rice Development Association (WARDA) x )

UNDP (Bank operating as executing agency) x 11

UNDP Projects - planning and follow-up of audits x 6
conducted by outside auditors on claims by
selected consultants for fees and expenses

10%/ 71 6 33 32

OTHER ASSIGNMENTS

Administrative Budget - review of the preparation x x - 20 No audit to date
and effectiveness of the Administrative Budget
as a management control device, including the
review of departmental costs and related proce-
dures and controls

Data Processing Services - including review of x x x Dec. 72 12 Coverage to be expanded in FY75 to
computer operations, related controls, and include computer operations and
facilities shared on a joint basis with IMF related controls

Document Retention System - including effective- x x x - 15 No audit to date
ness of retention policies, microfilming and
outside records and storage facilities

EDI - including accountability for amounts made x 12 No audit to date
available to finance overseas courses, etc.

Resident Missions - office operations and x 12 Visits rotated so that major offices are
accountability covered at three-year intervals (time

in the field is approximately 1 man-week
European Offices per office)

London and Paris Mar. 74

Eastern Africa Region
Nairobi Feb. 74

Western Africa Region
Abidjan Nov. 70
Accra
Lagos
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Estimated Man-Weeks
Organization Last Report By Frequency of Audit

Area of Audit Bank IDA IFC Issued Percent Total Annual Biennial 3 Years Remarks

OTHER ASSIGNMENTS (Cont.)

Resident Missions (Cont.)

Asia Region
Dacca
Islamabad July 73
New Delhi July 73

Bangkok
Djakarta June 71

Provisions have not been made for possible
future visits to other resident missions
and offices in -

Afghanistan
Colombia
Ethiopia
Iran
Japan
Nepal
Sudan
Tanzania
Zaire
Zambia

Staff Retirement Fund x x Mar. 73 12

Provisions for nonprogrammed assignments, x x x 55 See Annex 2 for breakdown

discussions and consultations with staff
members of other departments on sundry
accounting and auditing matters, including
proposed changes in systems and procedures,
manuals, draft policy statements, draft
agreements, etc. .

20% 138 91 -47

SPECIAL WORK FOR OTHER DEPARTMENTS

Auditing and Reporting Standards - special x x May 73 8 On basis of Audit Council of Thailand

studies requested by other departments to review

determine if auditing and reporting standards
of government auditors are acceptable for the
Bank's financial reporting and audit require-
ments covering Bank loans and IDA credits

Financial Reporting - special assistance requested x x 22 New coverage - initial provision for FY75

by Operations Evaluation Department in reviewing
certain financial data and auditing practices
with respect to selected studies of Bank loans
and IDA credits

Other Special Work x x 35 Special Operational Travel Study has required
some 45 man-weeks to date

UNDP Projects - audit of consultants tees and x Jan. 73 5 Commitments through FY75 estimated to be
expenses on individual projects 5 weeks per year
(Bangladesh - Land and Water Studies)
(Ethiopia - Development Planning Assistance)

10% 70 70 -

TOTAL 100% 695 358 208 129

PERCENT OF TOTAL 100% 52% 30% 18%

Internal Auditing Department
April 1974



ANNEX 2

INTERNAL AUDITING DEPARTMENT

OVERALL WORK PROGRAM ANALYSIS OF MAN-WEEKS REQUIRED (ESTIMATED)

Man-Weeks Allocated to Overhead Man-Weeks Available (Net)
Estimate for

Staff Training Overruns/ Nonprogrammed
Total (Est.) Staff Meetings Planning, Slippage Assignments, Discussions

Total Man-Weeks Annual Statutory Sick Courses Supervision in Time Secretarial/ Programmed & Consultations on Sundry
Staff Available Leave Holidays Leave Orientation & Review Administration Allocations Clerical Total Assignments Auditing/Accounting Matters

MANAGEMENT 2
Rapley 52 5 2 1 3 15 15 3 44 - 8
Worthington 52 5 2 1 3 10 10 3 34. 12 6

AUDIT STAFF
Upper Level 6

Bladen 52 5 2 1 3 10 3 24 24 4
Ali 52 5 2 1 3 5 3 19 29 4
Shah 52 5 2 1 3 3 14 35 3
Clauwaert 52 5 2 1 3 3 14 35 3
Mosse 52 5 2 1 3 3 14 35 3
Position open (Est. EOD 6/1/74) 52 5 2 1 3 3 14 35 3

Assistant Level 2
Lu 52 5 2 1 3 3 14 35 3
Wong 52 5 2 1 3 3 14 35 3

Current Authorized Staff 10 520 50 20 10 30 25 40 30 205 275 40

New Positions Required 5
No. 1 52 5 2 1 3 3 14 35 3

2 52 5 2 1 3 3 14 35 3
3 52 5 2 1 3 3 14 35 3
4 52 5 2 1 3 3 14 35 3
5 52 5 2 1 3 3 14 35 3

5 260 25 10 5 15 15 70 175 15

Audit Staff Required 15 780 75 30 15 45 25 40 45 275 450 55

SECRETARIAL/CLERICAL 3
Secretary - Miss de la Cruz 52 5 2 1 44 52
Typist - Mrs. Bjarnason 52 5 2 1 44 52
Clerk (Specialized) - M. Jassal 52 5 2 1 44 52

Current Authorized Staff 3 156 15 6 3 132 156

TOTAL 18 936 90 36 18 45 25 40 45 132 431 450 55

Aj Based on Internal Audit Coverage of Bank Group Activities with optimum staff. Summary

Note: On basis of a 40-hour week and an average of 40 man-weeks per year each
man-week represents 1 working hour per week. Programmed assignments 450

Other 55 505
April 1974

Add - Overhead:
Annual leave 75
Statutory holidays 30
Sick leave 15
Staff training, etc. 45 165

Administration 40
Planning, etc. 25 65

Overruns/slippage 45 275

Gross Man-Weeks - Audit Staff 780

Secretarial/Clerical 156

Total Man-Weeks 936
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FROM: The Secretary April 13, 1973

OPERATIONS EVALUATIOM AND PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDITS

Attached is a memorandum dated April 13, 1973 from the President

on the introduction of Project Performance Audits and the future work

program in Operations Evaluation.

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Senior Vice President, Operations
Vice Presidents, Bank, and Officers of IFO
Directors and Department Heads, Bank and IFO



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON, 0.C. 20433, U.S.A.

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

13, 1973

MEMORANDUM TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

SUBJECT: Operations Evaluation and Project Performance Audits

1. Evaluation reports on past Bank operations in Colombia and in the

electric power sector were distributed to the Executive Directors and

discussed in the middle of last year. In a memorandum of July 20, 1972
(Sec M72-388) I outlined to you an operational evaluation and audit

program for FY1973, dealing mainly with projects for which loan/credit

disbursements were completed some five years ago. The Operations

Evaluation Division has been carrying out this program, .and audit re-

ports on a number of projects have been distributed in the last few

months; further audit and evaluation reports are due for completion in
the next five months.

2. With the exception of these reports, the Executive Directors
have not been receiving an independent accounting, on a systematic and
comprehensive basis, of the extent to which projects supported by the

Bank and IDA have fulfilled the objectives on the basis of which loans
and credits were approved. This is a gap which needs to be filled to
give us a more complete and timely idea of our own performance as an
institution trying to assist development. I therefore propose to intro-
duce a system of Project Performance Audits, covering all projects
financed with Bank/IDA assistance, and to add responsibility for their
preparation to the existing functions of the Operations Evaluation
Division.

3. Project Performance Audits will be prepared on all projects in
developing countries about one year after completion of loan/credit
disbursement (i.e. typically 4 to 8 years after approval by the Board
of Directors). Their purpose will be to analyze the extent to which
objectives stated in loan documents have been, or show promise of being,
achieved and the reasons for deviations. The feasible sophistication of



this enquiry, one year after completion of Bank/IDA disbursements, will
vary considerably among projects, depending on the nature of the objec-
tives sought, the sector to which the project belongs and the duration
of disbursements. But the aim will be to match the scope of the appraisal
report, on the basis of which Bank/IDA support was approved, and to cover
economic and institutional objectives to the extent possible as well as
physical and financial ones. We believe that even at this stage it should
usually be possible to identify the pattern of incipient benefits - which
of course weigh heavily in investment analysis.

4. In the preparation of the reports maximum use will be made, as in
any audit, of existing information, without, however, in any way violating
the crucial principle of independence.

5. Preparation of Project Performance Audits will fit well with the
other, more evaluative work of the Operations Evaluation Division, assist-
ing it to identify topics of greatest relevance to the ongoing operations
of the Bank. In some cases an important conclusion of a Project Perform-
ance Audit will likely be that the project should be subjected to a
deeper evaluation a certain number of years later when results are more
fully visible.

6. The new scheme will be introduced for all projects on which loan/
credit disbursements ended after July 1, 1972. A major part of the work
program of the Operations Evaluation Division for FY1974 will consist of
steps to get the system underway and preparation of Performance Audits on
each of the 25 projects for which loan/credit disbursements were com-
pleted in the first half of FY1973. The other part of the work program
for that year will consist of a major eyaluation study on past Bank
lending for agricultural credit and the first phase of a study investi-
gating, on the basis of an appropriate sample of past projects, the
spread of administrative, managerial and technical innovations from Bank-
assisted projects, and designed to establish the efficacy of this fre-
quently expected phenomenon and how it could 6isefully be strengthened.
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DRAFT

CRW/tm
October 21, 1974

Since the two memoranda that you have before you were circulated

we have had some further discussions with the United States Executive

Director. As a result of these discussions Mr. McNamara has e

me to say that he is prepared to change the sentence in his memorandum

of September 27 (towards the bottom of page 2) which states "It is for

this reason that I would make the unit responsible both to the Executive

Directors and to the President of the Bank Group", to read instead

"It is for this reason that I would make the unit responsible to the

Executive Directors, with an administrative link to the President of the

Bank Group".

This change means, in terms of the symbolism of an organization

chart, that whereas Mr. McNamara was before proposing that lines linking

the Vice President responsible both to the Executive Directors and to

himself should be retained when the Vice President is replaced by a

Director General, he is now proposing that the organization chart should

be changed at the time the Director General takes office to indicate only

a dotted line (representing the administrative link) to himself while

keeping the full line of responsibility to the Executive Directors.

nJA1 ,,-



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robeyt( S. McNamara DATE: October 15, 1974

FROM: M. Shoaib

SUBJECT: Operations Evaluation

I discussed our memorandum of September 27 and Mr. Sethness's
memorandum of October 4 with Mr. Isbister on October 14 and Mr. Wahl on
October 15 with the following results:-

Mr. Isbister thinks the present situation indicates very
great progress in the intervening period since the question arose,
and he would like to be the first to speak on the subject as the
Chairman of the Joint Audit Committee and to eulogize the United
States for the constructive assistance provided by them. He would,
however, support our proposal to have two lines from the Head of
the Operations Evaluation unit, one to the Board and one to the
President.

Mr. Wahl said that he mentioned, with approval, the work
done by the Operations Evaluation Department in the discussions this
morning in the Board. He thought that the position taken in your
paper is entirely reasonable and one which he will strongly support.
He agrees that dissociation of the unit from the President of the
Bank would lead to a situation where it would be harder for the unit
to collect all the information it needed and to carry out its work
effectively and efficiently.

cc: Mr. Damry
Mr. Willoughby

MShoaib ;hls



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robe 5 1- McNamara DATE: October 16, 1974

FROM: M. Shoaib

SUBJECT: Operations Evaluation

In continuation of my memorandum of October 15 regarding
Operations Evaluation Department. I discussed our paper and Mr. Sethness's

comments with Mr. Rawlinson. Earlier today Mr. Willoughby had discussed the

matter with Mr. Browning, and copy of his record regarding the discussion
is placed below. Mr. Rawlinson repeated much of the same kind of view as
Mr. Browning expressed but went on to say that while he would earnestly

request me to try and avoid a confrontation with the Americans since they
are the largest donors and the IDA replenishment is yet to be decided, he
would if it came to a vote be in favor of Mr. McNamara's proposal on principle.

I then discussed the matter with Mr. McLeod who was accompanied

by his Alternate, Mr. Visbord, who had made a thorough study of all the papers.
They told me that they would consult with their Governments who had not ex-

pressed any views so far but they were generally in favor of the Sethness
position. In particular, they raised a question as to whether or not it
would be appropriate, which they thought it was, for the post of Director

General to be "advertised." By "advertising" they apparently meant asking
each of the Executive Directors to find out from their Governments if they
had a candidate. Finally, they suggested that perhaps an alternate solution
might be more viable, namely, having a firm line from the Director General to
the Board of Directors and a dotted line from the Director General to the
President.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Damry
Mr. Willoughby

MShoaib:hls



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Mohamed Shoaib, Vice President DATE: Octo 1974

FROM: C. R. Willoughby
t4_N

SUBJECT: Conversation with Mr. Rex Browning, UK Alternate ED

Following your suggestion, I had a useful conversation with

Mr. Browning this morning about Operations Evaluation, referring to the

memos from Messrs. McNamara and Sethness recently circulated and some of

the operational problems of doing effective evaluation.

Mr. Browning, speaking after discussion with his colleagues, said
he was concerned that increased emphasis on independence, particularly

constitutional separation of operations evaluation from the Bank management,

could mean that the Bank staff and management would take less notice of

findings and lessons emerging from such studies. He had sufficient experience

of Government relations with the Public Accounts Committee of the Commons

(cf. the Executive Directors), to know that the essential thing was to

convince staff and management of the validity of suggestions since the Directors

could always be fobbed off with explanations and justifications from operational

staff. The Bank's Board could not and should not be in the position of

deciding about action in response to operations evaluation findings. In these

ways as well as others, greater distance of operations evaluation from manage-

ment would be likely to reduce its effectiveness.

On the other hand the United States was the largest IDA donor and

if a sacrifice in the effectiveness of operations evaluation had to be made

to suit the US Congress this was a small price to pay.

But were there any cheaper ways of meeting their demands, obviously

important to them insofar as the U.S. Government had come back dissatisfied

with the solution worked-out by management over the last year? Could a com-

mittee of Executive Directors or Alternate Executive Directors be a solution?

Here I described the Asian Development Bank approach of having a unit

similar to the OED and undertaking periodically to submit to the Executive

Directors lists of completed projects from which they could select one or a

group for study, which the management would then proceed to organize with an

outside, probably academic institution that would present its report simul-

taneously to Board and management. Mr. Browning thought this was a good

idea and wondered whether the US might not feel that this form of independent

study would also satisfy Congressional requirements for the IBRD/IDA.

If the U.S. would accept this, then it was, in Mr. Browning's view,
worth considering withdrawal of Mr. McNamara's memorandum, keeping the present

set-up as it is but adding only the facility for periodic external studies by

academic institutions suggested by the Asian Bank. He was obviously concerned

by the cost implications of both Messrs. McNamara's and Sethness' proposals,

wondering whether there would be enough for the high-level Director-General

to do.



Mr. M. Shoaib -2- October 16, 1974

In sum, nothing very useful could be expected from independent

external evaluation and audit, however conceived, but if the rather ill-

informed persons involved in the U.S. Government insisted upon it, then

it should be bought as cheaply as possible.

We also had some useful discussion about IBRD personnel policies

and the crucial importance of greater inter-departmental rotation;

Mr. Browning thought that a necessary step to get the latter would be a

promotion system less dependent on the views of individual immediate superiors

than he felt to be the case now.

CRWilloughby/aga
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INTERNATIONAL DEvELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL. BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Moihamed Shoaib, Vice President DATE: October 18, 1974

FROM: C. R. Willoughby

SUBJECT: Discussions on the Constitutional Status of the Operations
Evaluation Department

In accordance with the arrangements you had made I met yesterday
with Messrs. Sethness, Hirschtritt and Reynolds in the U.S. Executive
Director's office. I wanted to make three principal points:

1. The US Government had been saying that the purpose of its in-
terventions was to strengthen operations evaluation in the Bank. As
the direct manager of this function to date, I have felt that the US
and GAO pressure and ideas had indeed been repeatedly beneficial to
the Bank but I also felt that the particular step now proposed in
Mr. Sethness' memo would be destructive of much of the good already
done. Total separation of OED from management would substantially
exacerbate problems of recruiting quality staff to the Unit and it
would make ready access to the Bank and free, frank interchange with
operating staff more difficult. There was even a certain inconsistency
between what I had considered useful GAO pressure on us to look more
at internal problems of efficiency, economy and detailed operating
policy and, on the other hand, the effort to push us out of the Bank.
The main response of my interlocutors was that GAO, as precisely such
an outside body in the context of the US Government, would not be
able to understand these points. Hence we discussed the differences
between our situation and that of the US Government - the very large
size of the latter and of GAO itself, offering ample scope for inter-
change and for promotion possibilities within GAO itself, and the GAO's
main concentration on financial and compliance auditing, involving less
difficult questions of judgment than management auditing or operations
evaluation.

2. Why were we not in compliance with the 'independence' require-
ment of the US legislation already, especially with the proposed changes
usefully developed with the US Government regarding the conditions of
appointment and termination of the 'Director General'? Again thanks
partly to the U.S. we also had the special link with the Joint Audit
Committee, part of whose responsibility was to assess samples of our
reports to see whether we were living up to standards laid down and in
particular whether these reports, and the procedures applied in their
preparation, demonstrated sufficient independence. Our reports had been
criticized on many counts but never once, by anybody (including the US
Government), for lack of independence. The answer to this was that
Mr. McNamara's two references on page 2 of his memorandum (bee Annex I)
to lines of responsibility both to the Executive Directors and to the
President were not consistent with the statement in the GAO standards
paper "One of the primary considerations in establishing an effective
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review and evaluation system is to ensure that it is independent of
the Bank Group's President and other management officials." Moreover
Mr. Hirschtritt had checked Mr. McNamara's paper with a man in GAO now
away and, even though the matter had not been to the higher echelons
there, it was likely that failure to go farther would lead to an adverse
GAO letter to the US Congress about the Bank's non-response. (I did
not have the impression that the large existing dimensions of our inde-
pendence had been very well conveyed to the US GAO.)

3. In view of the importance of preserving the link with management,
would the draft (attached as Annex II), following the lines of what had
been accepted as regards independent audit in the Asian Development

Bank,be acceptable? The US representatives read my draft but we did not
discuss the details at all because, they said, (a) the ADB solution had
not yet been accepted by GAO; (b) it was not accepted by anybody except
as a first step even for the ADB; and (c) it would not seem to fulfill

the reference in the US legislation to the need for "establishment...

of ...qualified groups ...for ...providing a.....continuous program of....
evaluation." But they kept my draft proposal. The idea seems to have

been worked out very carefully in the ADB and could yet prove a useful
additional third dimension of formal independence: Director-General,
Joint Audit Committee link, external evaluations.

US Proposal

Mr. Hirschtritt said that he had been able to justify to the GAO the
phrase at the top of page 2 of Mr. McNamara's memorandum to which they had
objected, "....as well as to the President", by pointing out that this re-
ferred only to the transition period. He also felt he would be able to con-

vince the GAO to accept the following language lower down the same page "It

is for this reason that I would make the Unit responsible to the Executive
Directors, with an administrative link to the President of the Bank Group",
keeping in the important preceding sentence referring to the continuing role
of the head of the Bank Group in ensuring the excellence of the staff and
shaping the work program -- although it should be added that Mr. Sethness
expressed some concern about this, especially the "shaping". Mr. Sethness
wanted to take up this proposed change in tle language of Mr. McNamara's
memorandum with him immediately but in his absence we agreed it must be de-
ferred until Monday. What it was agreed to mean essentially is that, while

the organization chart would show two thick lines as long as the Vice Presi-
dent remains in charge, the Director-General would remain linked to the
Board by a continuous line but to the President only by a dotted line, sym-

bolizing an administrative link.
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Other Executive Directors

Mr. Isbister also called me yesterday to ask me to draft some strong

language, the main lines of which he suggested, for a brief statement by him

at the Board in favor of Mr. McNamara's position. Mr. Damry repcr ted to me

that he had spoken to Messrs. De Grocte, Barrios (for Gavalda),Rota and Kryger,

and that they had all supported the President's position, the last one par-

ticularly strongly; he also felt Mr. Kochman did too. Mr. Islam and Rinnooy

Kan with whom I spoke (as members of the Joint Audit Committee) both told me

that they had reached their own conclusion that Mr. McNamara's memo already

tended to go too far, Mr. Kan having an eye to the budget and also the need

for close relationship between staff and OED for fair judgments to be reached,

and Mr. Islam on several grounds particularly the contrast between financial

and management auditing. Mr. Choi, citing the parallel of the Auditor General

in his own country, told me he could see the logic of the US position; but,

in the course of conversation, he appeared to be convinced by the discussions

we had about how separation from management would weaken the effectiveness of

evaluation.

Options

As of today and bearing in mind that we seem to be assured of strong

statements from several EDs in favor of Mr. McNamara's memorandum or less,

and that only Messrs. Janssen and McLeod seem likely to give strong (?) support

to Mr. Sethness? position, I suppose that there are two principal options:

1. To accept the revised language proposed by Mr. Sethness on the

grounds he gave that "even if it would somewhat weaken the effectiveness

of evaluation, as you argue, that's a small price for the Bank to pay for

$500 million per year".

2. To stick to the position outlined in Mr. McNamara's memorandum

already circulated and expect the US to be overridden in the Board.

Recommendation

I would favor Option 2 for the following reasons:

1. Responsibility to the Board must presumably mean that reports,

and recommendations of evaluation reports, would be addressed to the EDs

who would in turn have the responsibility for deciding the action to be

taken on them, as I understand is the case in theory in the IDB. This

is inconsistent with fundamental bases of the effective operation of the

Bank.
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2. Separated from management, except for a residual administrative
link, I will have even greater difficulty than I have now to get (and
perhaps keep?) competent staff because prospective recruits will fear
on the one hand that they will be unacceptable afterward in a Bank which
they have been responsible for criticizing (whether correct or not, this
is already a very real fear and problem) and on the other hand that a
10-man unit offers little promotion prospects within itself.

3. The unit, as an outside appendix to the Bank, will lose close
relationship to, trust of, and credibility with, operating staff -- anyway
difficult to maintain -- which will severely hamper its ability to deal
with, and provide sound judgments on, the kind of operational issues on
which the most useful things are to be learned.

4. Relationships between Bank and unit will tend to become much more
formalized and rigid than they already are: formal exchanges of memoranda,
fuller staffing of the OED (e.g. to do accounting work we do not now do,
or to rely less on Bank-produced Project Completion Reports), possible
eventual creation of a corresponding internal evaluation service to par-
allel the external one (as has been happening in IDB, and could be essential
to management). This means possible substantial additional budgetary
costs, much beyond the mere creation of the DG's office.

5. This is a decision setting a pattern for the other regional banks
and international organizations. As far as I can gather none, other than
the IDB, now has a unit of the type urged by the US, and the reputation
of the one in IDB, not gainsaid by the US officials, is poor. If the Bank
finds the GAO pattern can be applied to a fully multilateral organization,
then the U.S. will presumably use the example in its dealings with other
parts of the UN system, etc.

It is not at all clear to me what are the real risks that failure to
do exactly what some persons in the GAO want will seriously jeopardize IDA
appropriations. Even assuming that GAO leadership does support its staff,
one would have thought that the US Congress would be impressed with clear
testimony by a U.S. representative as to how the weighted majority of an inter-
national organization's Board had explicitly decided that evaluation would
remain more effective if not reporting only to it. Enemies of 'foreign aid'
would remain enemies and friends friends.

Perhaps therefore it is worth postponing the Board discussion of this
matter with a view to trying to convince the Executive Directors who tend to
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sympathize with the "US position" that a more conservative policy wuld be

wiser, and/or to learn more about the real substance of the US position and

find whether some really constructive compromise could not be reached as it

has on past occasions.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Damry

CRW:ch



and emphases in the current work program result directly from the Committee's

suggestions. Standards applied in audit and evaluation work, which are

basically those generally accepted worldwide for this type of work, have

been given special attention by the Committee and their actual use examined

in review of sample reports, as discussed in the Committee's forthcoming
annual report for 1974.

I think that the time has now cone for the growing link between the

Executive Directors and the Operations Evaluation unit to be recognized

formally by drawing lines on our Organization Chart directly linking the
unit, and the Vice President in charge of it, to the Executive Directors as

swell as to the President. I also propose that, following the retirement

in 1973 3~fihe-Vice President presently responsible, and in any case not

later than December 31, 1975, a title of Director-General, more indicative

of independence from the normal operations of the Bank, should be instituted

for the manager of this function. Appointees to this post, which would
have rank equivalent to that of a Vice President, would be selected by the
Executive Directors from one or more names put forward by the President of
the Bank, after informal consultations with the Executive Directors, from
among persons then working inside or outside the Bank Group, but normally
drawn from the senior staff of the Bank Group so as to ensure familiarity
with the problems of development and the operations of the Group. Appointees
would hold office for renewable terms of five years, be removable only by the
Executive Directors and be ineligible for subsequent appointment or reappoint-
ment to the Bank Group staff except in unusual circumstances.

The basic work program of the unit would be reviewed and approved
periodically by the Executive Directors and all the reports of the Operations
Evaluation unit would be sent simultaneously to the Executive Directors and
to the President, without any interference by the latter with their content.
However, I do believe that the head of the Bank Group should continue to play
a role in ensuring the excellence of the staff and shaping the work -program,
in the light of other on-going work and plans of the institution. It is
for this reason that I would make the unit responsible -ath'-to the Executive
Directors) aqd- to the President of the Bank Group. Appointment, termination,
promotion and compensation decisions for the staff of the unit, to be drawn
from inside or outside the Bank Group, should be at the discretion of the
Director-General within the normal policies and procedures governing all
Bank Group personnel, and the staff of the unit would be considered as
regular employees of the Bank Group.

At present the Internal Auditing Department also reports to the
Vice President responsible for Operations Evaluation. This Department,
which has also grown significantly s4.nce 1970, is carrying out independent,
systematic and objective audits and Lppraisals of the Bank Group's financial,
administrative, accounting and other activities, with particular emphasis



While support of the managew-nt and the kind of familiarity .th

Bank operational issues that can only be developed gradually and by means of

ready Interchange with Bank staff are essential to an effective evaluation

i particularly to make the themes of the studies and the lessons derived

as fully relevant and persuasive to the Bank as possible - it would seem desir-

able to create a facility for projects to be selected by the Executive Directors

from time to time for review by parties brought in from outside. Such external

assessment might yield useful fresh views and would provide an additional degree

of assurance that problems are not remaining undiscovered by the overall evalua-

tion effort. Hence it is proposed that a few of the completed projects that

would be subject to performance audit in any year be selected by the ExeOutive

Directors for study by outside institutions. -m

The Director General will submit to the Directors a complete list of

projects for which performance audit-would be prepared over the following

twelve months (currently nearly 100, and rising in coming years) and propose

some for which outside valuation might be undertaken. He will fully explain

the basis for choice of these (such as random selection, or sector concentra-

tion, or type and importance of issues arising) andg ive sufficient informa-

tion - in the form of notes about each project, the issues aris rz and

possible objectives of a performance review of each - to enable the Directors

to reach a sound Ua selection of two or three projects for external review.

The Director General would then locate appropriate academic or other non-profit-

making institutions to carry out the work. Before finalization of the contract,

details of the selected institutions or persons would be submitted to the

Executive Directors for approval on a not objection basis. After review of all

pertinent records in the Bank and discussion with the relevant Government,

the pcoject authority and the Bank staff involved with the project, the team

would prepare a report, addressed to the Chairman of the Board of Directors

and circulated simultaneously to him and to each Executive Director.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Mohamed Shoaib, Vice President DATE: October 18, 1974

FROM: C. R. Willoughby 5 /

SUBJECT: Discussions on the Constitutional Status of the Operations
Evaluation Department

In accordance with the arrangements you had made I met yesterday
with Messrs. Sethness, Hirschtritt and Reynolds in the U.S. Executive
Director's office. I wanted to make three principal points:

1. The US Government had been saying that the purpose of its in-

terventions was to strengthen operations evaluation in the Bank. As
the direct manager of this function to date, I have felt that the US

and GAO pressure and ideas had indeed been repeatedly beneficial to

the Bank but I also felt that the particular step now proposed in
Mr. Sethness' memo would be destructive of much of the good already
done. Total separation of OED from management would substantially
exacerbate problems of recruiting quality staff to the Unit and it
would make ready access to the Bank and free, frank interchange with
operating staff more difficult. There was even a certain inconsistency

between what I had considered useful GAO pressure on us to look more
at internal problems of efficiency, economy and detailed operating
policy and, on the other hand, the effort to push us out of the Bank.
The main response of my interlocutors was that GAO, as precisely such
an outside body in the context of the US Government, would not be
able to understand these points. Hence we discussed the differences
between our situation and that of the US Government - the very large
size of the latter and of GAO itself, offering ample scope for inter-
change and for promotion possibilities within GAO itself, and the GAO's
main concentration on financial and compliance auditing, involving less

difficult questions of judgment than management auditing or operations
evaluation.

2. Why were we not in compliance with the 'independence' require-
ment of the US legislation already, especially with the proposed changes
usefully developed with the US Government regarding the conditions of
appointment and termination of the 'Director General'? Again thanks
partly to the U.S. we also had the special link with the Joint Audit
Committee, part of whose responsibility was to assess samples of our
reports to see whether we were living up to standards laid down and in
particular whether these reports, and the procedures applied in their
preparation, demonstrated sufficient independence. Our reports had been
criticized on many counts but never once, by anybody (including the US
Government), for lack of independence. The answer to this was that
Mr. McNamara's two references on page 2 of his memorandum (see Annex I)
to lines of responsibility both to the Executive Directors and to the
President were not consistent with the statement in the GAO standards
paper "One of the primary considerations in establishing an effective
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review and evaluation system is to ensure that it is independent of
the Bank Group's President and other management officials." Moreover
Mr. Hirschtritt had checked Mr. McNamara's paper with a man in GAO now
away and, even though the matter had not been to the higher echelons
there, it was likely that failure to go farther would lead to an adverse
GAO letter to the US Congress about the Bank's non-response. (I did
not have the impression that the large existing dimensions of our inde-
pendence had been very well conveyed to the US GAO.)

3. In view of the importance of preserving the link with management,
would the draft (attached as Annex II), following the lines of what had
been accepted as regards independent audit in the Asian Development
Bank,be acceptable? The US representatives read my draft but we did not
discuss the details at all because, they said, (a) the ADB solution had
not yet been accepted by GAO; (b) it was not accepted by anybody except
as a first step even for the ADB; and (c) it wonld not seem to fulfill
the reference in the US legislation to the need for "establishment...
of...qualified groups...for...providing a.....continuous program of....
evaluation." But they kept my draft proposal. The idea seems to have
been worked out very carefully in the ADB and could yet prove a useful
additional third dimension of formal independence: Director-General,
Joint Audit Committee link, external evaluations.

US Proposal

Mr. Hirschtritt said that he had been able to justify to the GAO the
phrase at the top of page 2 of Mr. McNamara's memorandum to which they had
objected, ",...as well as to the President", by pointing out that this re-
ferred only to the transition period. He also felt he would be able to con-

vince the GAO to accept the following language lower down the same page "It
is for this reason that I would make the Unit responsible to the Executive
Directors, with an administrative link to the President of the Bank Group",
keeping in the important preceding sentence referring to the continuing role
of the head of the Bank Group in ensuring the excellence of the staff and
shaping the work program -- although it should be added that Mr. Sethness
expressed some concern about this, especially the "shaping". Mr. Sethness
wanted to take up this proposed change in t1m language of Mr. McNamara's
memorandum with him immediately but in his absence we agreed it must be de-
ferred until Monday. What it was agreed to mean essentially is that, while
the organization chart would show two thick lines as long as the Vice Presi-
dent remains in charge, the Director-General would remain linked to the
Board by a continuous line but to the President only by a dotted line, sym-
bolizing an administrative link.
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Other Executive Directors

Mr. Isbister also called me yesterday to ask me to draft some strong

language, the main lines of which he suggested, for a brief statement by him

at the Board in favor of Mr. McNamara's position. Mr. Damry reparted to me

that he had spoken to Messrs. De Groote, Barrios (for Gavalda),Rota and Kryger,

and that they had all supported the President's position, the last one par-

ticularly strongly; he also felt Mr. Kochman did too. Mr. Islam and Rinnooy

Kan with whom I spoke (as members of the Joint Audit Committee) both told me

that they had reached their own conclusion that Mr. McNamara's memo already

tended to go too far, Mr. Kan having an eye to the budget and also the need

for close relationship between staff and OED for fair judgments to be reached,

and Mr. Islam on several grounds particularly the contrast between financial

and management auditing. Mr. Choi, citing the parallel of the Auditor General

in his own country, told me he could see the logic of the US position; but,

in the course of conversation, he appeared to be convinced by the discussions

we had about how separation from management would weaken the effectiveness of

evaluation.

Options

As of today and bearing in mind that we seem to be assured of strong

statements from several EDs in favor of Mr. McNamara's memorandum or less,

and that only Messrs. Janssen and McLeod seem likely to give strong (?) support

to Mr. Sethness' position, I suppose that there are two principal options:

1. To accept the revised language proposed by Mr. Sethness on the

grounds he gave that "even if it would somewhat weaken the effectiveness

of evaluation, as you .argue, that's a small price for the Bank to pay for

$500 million per year".

2. To stick to the position outlined in Mr. McNamara's memorandum

already circulated and expect the US to be overridden in the Board.

Recommendation

I would favor Option 2 for the following reasons:

1. Responsibility to the Board must presumably mean that reports,

and recommendations of evaluation reports, would be addressed to the EDs

who would in turn have the responsibility for deciding the action to be

taken on them, as I understand is the case in theory in the IDB. This

is inconsistent with fundamental bases of the effective operation of the

Bank.
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2. Separated from management, except for a residual administrative

link, I will have even greater difficulty than I have now to get (and

perhaps keep?) competent staff because prospective recruits will fear

on the one hand that they will be unacceptable afterward in a Bank which

they have been responsible for criticizing (whether correct or not, this

is already a very real fear and problem) and on the other hand that a

10-man unit offers little promotion prospects within itself.

3. The unit, as an outside appendix to the Bank, will lose close

relationship to, trust of, and credibility with, operating staff -- anyway

difficult to maintain -- which will severely hamper its ability to deal

with, and provide sound judgments on, the kind of operational issues on

which the most useful things are to be learned.

4. Relationships between Bank and unit will tend to become much more

formalized and rigid than they already are: formal exchanges of memoranda,
fuller staffing of the OED (e.g. to do accounting work we do not now do,
or to rely less on Bank-produced Project Completion Reports), possible

eventual creation of a corresponding internal evaluation service to par-

allel the external one (as has been happening in IDB, and could be essential

to management). This means possible substantial additional budgetary

costs, much beyond the mere creation of the DG's office.

5. This is a decision setting a pattern for the other regional banks

and international organizations. As far as I can gather none, other than

the IDB, now has a unit of the type urged by the US, and the reputation

of the one in IDB, not gainsaid by the US officials, is poor. If the Bank

finds the GAO pattern can be applied to a fully multilateral organization,

then the U.S. will presumably use the example in its dealings with other

parts of the UN system, etc.

It is not at all clear to me what are the real risks that failure to

do exactly what some persons in the GAO want will seriously jeopardize IDA

appropriations. Even assuming that GAO leadership does support its staff,

one would have thought that the US Congress muld be impressed with clear

testimony by a U.S. representative as to how the weighted majority of an inter-

national organization's Board had explicitly decided that evaluation would

remain more effective if not reporting only to it. Enemies of 'foreign aid'

would remain enemies and friends friends.

Perhaps therefore it is worth postponing the Board discussion of this

matter with a view to trying to convince the Executive Directors who tend to
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sympathize with the "US position" that a more conservative policy w uld be

wiser, and/or to learn more about the real substance of the US position and

find whether some really constructive compromise could not be reached as it

has on past occasions.

Attachment

cc: Mr. Damry

CRW:ch
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and emphases in the current work program result directly from the Committee's

suggestions. Standards applied in audit and evaluation work, which are

basically those generally accepted worldwide for this type of work, have

been given special attention by the Committee and their actual use examined

in review of sample reports, as discussed in the Committee's forthcoming
annual report for 1974.

I think that the time has now come for the growing link between the

Executive Directors and the Operations Evaluation unit to be recognized

formally by drawing lines on our Organization Chart directly linking the

unit, and the Vice President in charge of it, to the Executive Directors as

swell as to the President. I also propose that, following the retirement

in l975Yof the'Vice President presently responsible, and in any case not

later than December 31, 1975, a title of Director-General, more indicative

of independence from the normal operations of the Bank, should be instituted
for the manager of this function. Appointees to this post, which would

have rank equivalent to that of a Vice President, would be selected by the
Executive Directors from one or more names put forward by the President of
the Bank, after informal consultations with the Executive Directors, from
among persons then working inside or outside the Bank Group, but normally
drawn from the senior staff of the Bank Group so as to ensure familiarity
with the problems of development and the operations of the Group. Appointees
would hold office for renewable terms of five years, be removable only by the
Executive Directors and be ineligible for subsequent appointment or reappoint-
ment to the Bank Group staff except in unusual circumstances.

The basic work program of the unit would be reviewed and approved
periodically by the Executive Directors and all the reports of the Operations
Evaluation unit would be sent simultaneously to the Executive Directors and
to the President, without any interference by the latter with their content.
However, I do believe that the head of the Bank Group should -continue to play
a role in ensuring the excellence of the staff and shaping the work -program,
in the light of other on-going work and plans of the institution. It is
for this reason that I would make the unit responsible.ba-thto the Executive
Directors aid to the President of the Bank Group. Appointment, termination,
promotion and compensation decisions for the staff of the unit, to be drawn
from inside ;or outside the Bank Group, should be at the discretion of the
Director-General within the normal policies and procedures governing all
Bank Group personnel, and the staff of the unit would be considered as
regular employees of the Bank Group.

At present the Internal Auditing Department also reports to the
Vice President responsible for Operations Evaluation. This Department,
which has also grown significantly since 1970, is carrying out independent,
systematic and objective audits and appraisals of the Bank Group's financial,
administrative, accounting and other activities, with particular emphasis



While support of the management and the kind of familiarity ',ith

Bank operational issues that can only be developed ,gradually and by means of

ready interchange with Bank staff are essential to an effective evaluation -

eiT&FPt" particularly to make the themes of the studies and the lessons derived

as fully relevant and persuasive to the Bank as possible - it would seem desir-

able to create a facility for projects to be selected by the Executive Directors

from time to time for review by parties brought in from outside. Such external

assessment might yield useful fresh views and would provide an additional degree

of assurance that problems are not remaining undiscovered by the overall evalua-

tion effort. Hence it is proposed that a few of the completed projects that

would be subject to performance audit in any year be selected by the Executive

Directors for study by outside institutions. --- ,

The Director General will submit to the Directors a complete list of

projects for which performance audit-would be prepared over the following

twelve months (currently nearly 100, and rising in coming years) and propose

some for which outside valuation might be undertaken. He will fully explain

the basis for choice of these (such as random selection, or sector concentra-

tion, or type and importance of issues arising) and give sufficient informa-

tion - in the form of notes about each project, the issues arising and

possible objectives of a performance review of each - to enable the Directors

to reach a sound acal selection of two or three projects for external review.

The Director General would then locate appropriate academic or other non-profit-

making institutions to carry out the work. Before finalization of tIP contract,

details of the selected institutions or persons would be submitted to the

Executive Directors for approval on a not-objection basis. After review of all

pertinent records in the.Bank and discussion with the relevant Government,

the project authority and the Bank :,taff involved with the project, the team

would prepare a report, addressed to the Chairman of the Board of Directors

and circulated simultaneously to him and to each Executive Director.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Gerald Alter DATE: October 14, 1974

FROM: John Blaxall

SUBJECT: Operations Evaluation - GAO Proposal

1. I do not think the GAO's proposed "standards" are particularly helpful.
Nor do I think that the one experiment along these lines I know about, the
IDB's Group of Controllers, has anything to recommend it. The results (up
until the time I stopped seeing them a year ago) were voluminous, super-
ficial, destructive of proper management practices in IDB, and I suspect
quite ineffective in achieving their declared aims. I wonder whether any-
one has ever evaluated the effectiveness of the GAO.

2. I think in general that the major benefit of evaluative work is in
drawing lessons for future operations. The more remote an evaluation unit
is from the operating staff, the less will this benefit be realized - both
because the evaluation unit will be less familiar with operational details
and constraints, and because operating staff will be less inclined to pay
attention to its findings. Obviously there is a trade-off between
"familiarity" and "independence". I am inclined to discount independence
heavily, because I think it is a mirage, and because I am much more
interested in drawing and incorporating useful lessons from experience.

3. If it is nevertheless necessary, for reasons of public accountability,
that independence be given overriding weight, and it is decided that an
entirely separate evaluation group must be set up, then I think it would
be most undesirable for it to play the role proposed in the GAO paper. In
particular, it should not have as one of its purposes to "recommend im-
provements in programs and activities", for two reasons. The first is
that I do not see how an institution's management can function effectively
if some independent group is making "recommendations for improvements" to
the Board of Directors. This is simply a usurpation of the management
function - and I could see the result turning into an endless and time-
consuming wrangle of recommendations and counter-proposals. The second is
that an institution has to go through the process of formulating an action
before it can effectively implement it. I just do not believe that "recom-
mendations for improvement" from some outside body, be they ever so wise,
will be carried out.

4. This problem would be much more apparent if the Bank had ever estab-
lished adequate procedures for handling its present internal operations
evaluation reports. The recommendations should in my view always be
accompanied (or at least closely followed) by a detailed statement of the
management's reaction, and what it proposes to do in response to the
recommendations. Since the evaluation group is internal, such a statement
by management could be considered as definitive - subject of course to the
Board's disagreement. But suppose the recommendations come from a third
party, an independent evaluation group: is the Board going to end up as
referee?
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5. Consequently I see an independent evaluation group playi'ng a useful
role, provided it is limited to pointing out deficiencies, and insisting on
(and following up on) management's response to its findings. This is already
a considerable extension of the analogous role of the financial auditor
(who is not required to follow up on responses to his findings). While such
an independent group would presumably satisfy the public accountability
criterion, it would not be much use in drawing, and incorporating into
future operations, the lessons of our experience. For that purpose I think
we should still need some sort of internal evaluation staff. Presumably
they would not have to worry about such extensive (and therefore super-
ficial) coverage as they do now, since public accountability would no longer
be a concern; they wculd be able to concentrate on true evaluation work, to
the advantage of everybody.

JBlaxall:lb



COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITEb STATES

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548

B-161470
B-175281 JUN 24 1974

The Honorable
The Secretary of the Treasury

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Pursuant to the provisions of Public Law 93-189,

approved December 17, 1973, we have prepared the enclosed

statement of auditing and reporting standards for use by the

U.S. Executive Director of the World Bank Group in proposing

the establishment of an independent review and evaluation

system for the Bank Group and for consideration by 
the Boards

of Directors in formulating the terms of reference for an

independent review system.

We are also enclosing a copy of GAO's Standards for

Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activities &

Functions, which describes the scope and standards for eval-

uation reviews which our office considers appropriate for

all U.S. Government programs. This booklet 'contains addi-

tional details on the standards included in our statement

and should assist the U.S. Executive Director in pursuing

the establishment of an independent review system in the

Bank Group.

Subsequent to the establishment of the independent

review organization, our office will be making periodic

reviews of the reports issued by the organization in accord-

ance with the above cited legislation. During these reviews,

we plan to consider the adequacy of the auditing and report-

ing standards being followed and to make appropriate 
recom-

mendations for any revisions considered necessary.



B-161470
B-175281

We appreciate the excellent cooperation and assistance
of your staff during discussions on this matter prior to
preparation of the enclosed statement of auditing and report-

ing standards.

Sincerely yours,

Comptroller General
of the United States

Enclosures - 2

/



STATEMENT BY THE

COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

OF AUDITING AND REPORTING STANDARDS

FOR USE BY THE U.S. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF

THE WORLD BANK GROUP

IN PROPOSING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INDEPENDENT

REVIEW AND EVALUATION SYSTEM FOR THE BANK GROUP

Public Law 93-189 (see p. 10) required that the President,
acting through the U.S. representative to the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, propose and actively
seek the establishment of an independent review and evaluation
system for the Bank by its governing body. The law also re-
quired that a statement of auditing and reporting standards be
prepared by the Comptroller Gjpneral of the United States and
presented for the consideration of the governing body to assist
in formulating terms of reference for this independent review

. system.

This statement sets forth the auditing and reporting
standards prepared by the Comptroller General for use by the
U.S. representative to the World Bank Group in proposing the
establishment of an independent review and evaluation system.
For purposes of this statement, the World Bank Group includes
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the
International Development Association, and the International
Finance Corporation.

In considering these standards, the term "audit" may be
used to describe not only work done by accountants in examin-
ing financial reports but also work done in reviewing (1) com-
pliance with the articles of agreement and applicable rules
and regulations of the Bank Group, (2) efficiency and economy
of operations, and (3) effectiveness in achieving program
results.

The work contemplated by the proposed independent review
and evaluation system is beyond the scope and standards



applicable in the-expression of an opinion by 
an independent

public accountant on financial statements. 
However, the in-

dependent public accountant's work should be given 
full con-

sideration but not duplicated in performing the management-

type reviews envisioned in this statement.

Although it is recognized that, to a degree, similar

standards may be applicable to both, distinct differences

exist between financial auditing and management or opera-

tional auditing. The latter focuses on the auditors' role

in analyzing situations and developing recommendations for

operational, managerial, and administrative 
performance.

Hence such management reviews concern identifying opportun-

ities for increased efficiency, economy, and effectiveness

in achieving Bank Group objectives for its programs and

activities. The management auditor, therefore, contributes

more input into the management decisionmaking process than

traditionally has been done in .the past.

2



AUDITING STANDARDS

Auditing standards are general measures of the quality

and adequacy of the work performed. Auditing procedures, on

the other hand, represent the specific procedures followed in

achieving the objectives of an audit.

The distinction drawn is not always a sharp one. Gen-

eral measures of quality and adequacy of work performed

should not vary, whereas specific audit procedures will vary

between assignments. At the same time, however, some pro-

cedures are so basic to the performance of a satisfactory au-

dit that they may be considered as standards relating to

adequacy of work performed.

SCOPE OF REVIEW SYSTEM

The review system should provide the Boards of Executive

Directors and, ultimately, the Boards of Governors 
with an

independent and continuous program of selective 
reviews of all

major programs and activities of-the Bank Group, including 
the

administration and implementation of loans to both public 
and

.private borrowers and the granting of technical 
assistance.

The review should be directed generally to examining whether

Bank Group activities attain the intended financial 
and econ-

omic development objectives in an economical, efficient, and

effect-ive way. Within this general aim, the effectiveness of

.loan implementation and administration and the technical 
as-

:sistance activities of the Bank Group should be evaluated 
in

-the light of its articles of agreement and bylaws and 
the

policies and directives of the Boards of 
Governors and

Executive Directors. Recommendations should be made con-

cerning ways those programs and activities can be improved,

:bearing in mind the international character of the institu-

tions and their assigned roles in financing world development.

!In reviewing Bank Group assistance to developing 
coun-

tries, determining its contribution to social and economic pro-

gress in the project area should be emphasized 
in order to

help evaluate its effectiveness as a development 
institution,

These audit standards provide criteria for conducting

reviews for efficiency, economy, and effectiveness. The re-

view should also examine policies, procedures, practices, and

internal controls applicable to any aspect 
of the activities

3



for which the auditor attempts to make judgements 
regarding

whether existing practices can be made more 
efficient or

economical. In determining effectiveness, the auditor 
sho-uld

review those policies, procedures, practices, 
and controls

having specific bearings on the attainment 
of the goals and

objectives established for the program, 
activity, or function

under review.

Internal review is an important part of internal control

and consideration should be given to such 
work. The auditor

should consider the extent of the internal 
review work and

-the extent to which that work can be relied 
on to insure that

other aspects of internal control are functioning 
properly.

The auditor should take full advantage 
of the products of the

internal review in making his own review. Independent public

accountants' work, performed at the request 
of the Boards of

Governors for the purpose of expressing 
an opinion on Bank

Group financial statements, should 
also be considered but not

duplicated.

The effective discharge of these responsibilities 
requires

the prompt reporting of the findings 
and related recommenda-

tions to the Boards of Executive Directors 
together with com-

ments of the Bank Group management.

The procedures established should 
provide for systematic

followup on the actions taken by Bank 
Group management to im-

plement the recommendations. Periodic reports of such actions

should be made available to the Boards 
of Executive Directors

and, through them, to the Boards 
of Governors.

The provisions for a program of 
continuing reviews should

not require that all Bank Group activities 
be examined in a

single year. To provide systematically for the 
required cov-

erage over a reasonable period 
of time and for the assignment

of priorities in conducting the work, a time-phased 
audit

-plan should be prepared, and revised periodically, 
and given

to the Boards of Executive Directors 
to consider and approve.

These independent reviews should be coordinated with the in-

ternal reviews and the financial audits by the 
independent public

accountants.

4



GENERAL STANDARDS AND PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS

One of the primary considerations in establishing an
effective review and evaluation system is to ensure that it
is independent of the Bank Group's president and other man-

agement officials.

The organization should be headed by a .highly qualified

individual in the financial and administrative management

area, and his staff should be built around a nucleus of sea-
soned accountants, economists, management analysts, and others
experienced in international financial and/or developmental

assistance programs and other appropriate areas.

The following standards should apply to all work.

1. Each review should be directed by persons having

adequate technical training and proficiency.

2. An independent and objective attitude should be
maintained.

3. Due professional care should be exercised.

4. The work should be adequately planned.

5. Assistants should be properly supervised.

6. Sufficient, competent, and relevant evidence should
be obtained to afford a reasonable basis for express-
ing opinions, judgements, conclusions, and recommen-

dations.

The organization established under these standards should

be responsible to the Bank Group Boards of Executive Directors

and, ultimately, to the Boards of Governors, which represent

the member governments. Therefore, the staff should preserve
an independent viewpoint in all its work so that the value of

the examinations will not be impaired. Such independence re-

quires objective consideration of facts and unbiased judgements

in performing reviews and formulating conclusions.

Objectivity is an extremely important and basic require-

ment for the auditor. His goal in each case is to determine

S



the actual situation and to convey the most accurate knowledge

possible to his report-readers_. He should develop all signif-

icant and pertinent information, pro and con, and give 
genuine

consideration to all such information in reaching 
conclusions.

Convincingness in reporting his findings and recommendations

must be based primarily on portraying the situation 
that ex-

ists. Complete honesty and integrity are essential in car-

rying out his work and reporting on 
it.

In the exercise of due professional care the auditor

must use good judgement in choosing and applying audit

procedures and in preparing reports. 
All confidenti.al in-

formation in Bank Group records should be appropriately pro-

tected.

The following basic audit procedures can be considered

standards in the sense that they are standard requirements

that should be observed and satisfied in making 
an audit.

1-. The auditors should become fully familiar with the.

history of the Bank Group, its articles of agreement

and bylaws, and with the-policies adopted by the
Boards with respect to the

- a. purpose, scope, and objectives of the activities

or functions being examined,

b. manner in which activities are to be Conducted

and financed, and

c. general nature and extent-of Bank Group authority

and responsibility.

2. The Bank Group's actual operating and administrative

procedures and practices, reporting, 
internal re-

view, and other elements of the system of internal

management control should be reviewed and 
tested for

effectiveness in achieving the aims and objectives

outlined in the scope of review section of this 
state-

ment.

3. Pertinent and significant information available 
to the

Bank Group which is necessary to properly consider,

support, and present any findings, conclusions, 
and

recommendations should be fully explored and devel-

oped.



REPORTING STANDARDS

The effective discharge of review responsibilities

requires the prompt reporting of findings 
and related recom-

mendations to the Bank Group Boards of Executive 
Directors

and, ultimately, to the Boards of Governors. Comments of

Bank Group management on the findings and recommendations

normally would be obtained and made available 
to the Boards

at the time they consider the reports.

To insure complete and appropriate reports, 
the fol-

lowing standards should govern.

1. Written reports should be submitted to the 
Boards of

Executive Directors and through them to the 
Boards of Gov-

ernors and Bank Group management.

2. Reports should be issued on or before the dates

specified by regulation or other arrangement 
and, in any

event, as promptly as possible so as to make the information

available for timely use by management, the Boards, and mem-

ber governments.

3. Each report should:

a. Be as concise as possible but, at the same time,

clear and complete enough to be understood by the

users.

b. Present factual matter accurately, completely, and

fairly.

c. Present findings and conclusions objectively and

in language as clear and simple as the subject

matter permits.

d. Include only factual information, findings, 'and

conclusions that are adequately supported by

enough evidence in the auditor's working papers

to demonstrate or prove, when called upon, the

bases for the matters reported and their 
correct-

ness and reasonableness. Detailed supporting in-

formation should be included in the report 
to the

extent necessary to make a convincing presentation.

7



e. Include, when possible, the auditor's
recommendations for actions to effect improve-
ments in problem areas noted in his audit and

to otherwise make improvements in operations.
Information on underlying causes of problems

reported should be included to assist in imple-
menting or devising corrective actions..

f. Place primary emphasis on improvement rather

than on criticism of the past; critical com-

ments should be presented in balanced perspec-

tive, recognizing any unusual difficulties or

circumstances faced by the operating officials

concerned.

g. Identify and explain issues and questions needing

further study and consideration by the auditor

or others.

h. Include recognition of noteworthy accomplishments,

particularly when management improvements in one

program or activity -may be applicable elsewhere.

i. Include recognition of the views of responsible

officials of the organization, program, function,
or activity audited on the auditor's findings,
conclusions, and recommendations. Except where

the possibility of fraud or other compelling
reason may require different treatment, the
auditor's tentative findings and conclusions

should be reviewed with such officials. When

possible, without undue delay, their views should

be obtained in writing and objectively considered

and presented in preparing the final report.

j. Clearly explain the scope and objectives of the

audit.

k. Be issued without restriction. When there is a

need to report confidential information, con-
sideration should be given to preparing the
confidential portion as a supplement so that the

usefulness of the basic portion of the report is

8



not limited. When significant pertinent
information is omitted because it is deemed priv-
ileged or confidential the nature of such infor-
mation should be described and the authority un-
der which it is withheld should be stated.

4. Followup reporting should be made to the Boards of
Executive Directors and through them to the Boards of Governors
on corrective actions taken by Bank Group management on all re-
port recommendations.

9



Public Law 93-189 -
93rd Co'ngress, S. 1443
December 17, 1973 .

97 STAT, 714

To amend the Foreign Assistance'Act of 1001, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of tme
tYnited States of America in Congress a.vsembled, That this Act may Foreign Assis-

be cited as the "Foreign Assistance Act of 1973". tanie Act or
1973.

87 STAT. 718

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIzATXONS AND PROoRA3rs

Src. 9. Chapter 3 of part I of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1901 is
amended as follows:

1) At the end of section 301 add the following new subsection: 75 Stat. 433;
(e)(1) In the case of the United Nations and its afliliated organiza- 81 Stat. 453.

tions, ineluding the International Atomic Energy Agencv. the Presi- 22 usc 2221.
dent shall, acting through the United States rePresentative to such
organizations. propose and actively seek the establishment by the gov-
erning authorities of such organizations a single professionally quali-
fied group of appropriate size for the purpose of providing an
independent and continuous program of selective examination. review,
and evaluation of the prograns and activities of such organizations.

- Such proposal shall provide that such group shall be established in-
accordance with such terms of reference as such governing authority
may prescribe and that the reports of sutih group on each examination.
review, and evaluation shall be submitted directlv to such governing
authority for transmittal to the representative of each individual mem-
ber nation. Such proposal shall fu rtTier inclde a statement of auditing
and reporting standards. as prepared by the Comptroller General of
the United States. for the consideration of the governing authority of
the international organization concerned to assist in formulating terms
of reference for such review and evaluation group.

"(2) In the case of the International Bank for Reconstrucion and
Development and the Asian Development Bank, the President shall.
acting through the United States reiresentative to such organizations.
propose and actively seek the establishment by the governing authori-
ties of such organizations professionally qualied groups of appropri-
ate size for the purpose of providing an independent and continuous
program of selective examination. review. and evaluation of tile pro-

rams and activities of such organizations. Stch proposa shall provide
that such groups shall be established in accordance wvith such ternis of
reference as such governing authorities may prescribe. and that the
reports of such groups on each examination. review, and evaluation
shall be submitted directly to such governing authority for transmittal
to the represeuntative of each individual member nation. Such proposal
shall further include a statement of auditing and reporting standards,
as prepared by the Comptroller General of the United States. for the
consideration of the governing authority of the international organi-

. zation concerned to assist in formnulating terms of reference for such
review and evaluat ion groups.

"(3) Reports received by the United States representatives to these Reports to
international organizations under this subsection and related informa- President,
tion on actions taken as a result of recommendations made therein shall transmittal

to Congress.

87 STAT. 719
be subnitted promptly to the President for transmittal to the Congress
and to the Comptroller General. The Comptroller General shall peri-
odically review such re >orts and related information and shall report
simultaneously to the Congress and to the President any suggestions

. the Comptroller General nny deemi appropriate concerning auditing
and reporting standards followed by such groups, the recommenda-
tions made and actions taken as a result of such recommendations."

10
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INTERNAtIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. R. McNamara DATE: August 12, 1974

FROM: James M. Kea OPD

SUBJECT: Project Evaluation in the ADB

Mr. Inoue asked me to give you the attached along with his best

regards.

Re expects his Board -- particularly the Americans -- to agree

to the proposals in the paper and he wanted you to know about it.

Att.

JMKearns:DW
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